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Ithaca, New York, Friday, November 7, 1969 
SDS H~ts Patrol, Taylor Pleased 
1!.~.?.!:.'! .. 1!..?'! Reforms With New Mood 
issued · by the Students for a 
Democratic Society on Wednes-
day: 
The Safety Patrol was estab-
lished to deal with traffic viola-
tion, medical emergencies, stu-
dent drunkencss, and_ building 
security. We feel this to be the 
proper role for the Patrol. They 
are not constituted to act as a 
Pulitzer 
Winner 
Running 
In P.A. 
Across Campuses 
Senator Charles Goodell (R-NY), attacked the double standard 
of American living in a keynote address at Honors Convocation 
Saturday. 
ConvocatiOn Hears 
Goodell, Dillingham 
by Seth Morrison 
political information gathering 
agency or as a combat unit. 
Disregarding their proper role, 
the "Blue Meanies" have al-
legedly: 
1) Taped political meetings and 
recorded the names of the 
Edward Albee's Pulitizcr Prize 
winning play, "A Delicate Bal-
ance," will run its two final per-
formances in the main theater 
of the Performing Arts Building 
meeting leaders. tonight and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. 
2) Used tape recordings of poli- The play is being presented by 
tical meetings to establish the speech and drama depart-
dossiers on those considered mcnt. 
to be "security risks." 
3) Harassed individuals involved 
in the Moratorium l\lovement. 
4) Collaborated with Federal 
This show was produced last 
summer on Martha's Vineyard by 
Ithaca College's Vineyard Play. 
ers, under the direction of Prof. 
agents. 
d John Welden. It was so well re-The annual Honors Convocation I cicty has freed college stu ents 5) Used Mace to intimidate and 
was held on November 1 to honor from worry over financial mat- coerce students, staff, and ccived that Prof. Welden decided 
students with superior academic tcrs enabling them to devote at- guests. to re-stage it for Ithaca audiences. 
achievements. Senator Charles E. tcntion to other, more important 6) Failed to pursue an alleged Four members of the summer cast 
Goodell (R-NY) was the guest topics. Television has widened the sniper on the J.C. campus. will appear. in this performance; 
speaker. About 3,000 parents and scope of students today who have 
students attended the ceremonies, a very thorough understanding of 7> Illeg~lly searched cars and ap- they arc Penelope DeWitt, Gcof-
which included a salutation by the world around them. President propriated personal property. frcy R. Smith, Jill Tomarkcn, and 
Pre-sident Howard Dillingham, Dillingham acknowledges that The increasing "political in- Gail Goldsman. New to the cast 
Senator Goodell's address, and college students do make mis- volvement" of the safety patrol is will be David Horwitz and Lynn 
the recognition of honor students. takes and at times arc rash, but no accident. It is part of a plan Pheasant. Outgoing President Dillingham he thinks that they do not really iniatcd by the Federal Govern-
bl t d t d b 1 1 f Alan G. Leach of the drama praised college students, particu- deserve all of the unfavora e men an suppor e Y oca o -
larl:/ Ithaca College students, in criticism that they are getting in ficials. The object of this supprcs- and speech faculty is the scenery 
his salutation. He called today's the press. sion is the destruction of poli- and lighting designer. 
studcnts sharp and eager to learn. President Dillingham intro- tical non-conformity. Over half 
In the President's opinion, today's duced Senator Goodell as a man (200) of the Black Panther Party 
students have goals that are more who says what he believes with- leadership has been wiped out 
idealistic and evangelistic than out beating around the bush. and the other half is being sub-
Albee began writing "A Deli-
cate Balance" while crossing the 
Atlantic in 1966. He continued 
the goals of his own generation. Senator Goodell discussed our poenaed daily. The trial of The writing in Paris and Cannes, then 
This he credits to the television society today and the role of Conspiracy Eight in Chicago is finished the script at his home 
media and the affluenre of our youth in it. another blatcnt example of this in Montauk, Long Island. The 
society. The affluence of our so- Continued on page 9 political repression. We will not play opened in New York on 
be free until all our brothers and September 12, 1966, with Hume 
Congress Discusses 
Code, Class Officers 
by Mamie Holober 
The Judiciary Code was the posed Code cites that the dormi-
topic of discussion at the Student tory in which the infringement 
Congress meeting of ;t<lovember takes place will try both persons. 
3. In these cases, the proposed Ju-
The discussion was concerned diciary Code has given full au-
with' the new changes in the px;o- tonomy to the House Courts. The 
posed Judiciary Code, including proposed Code will be voted on 
the jurisdiction of the Mens Ju- at next week's meeting. 
sisters are free. Cronyn and Jessica Tandy in the 
It is evident that the members lead roles. 
of the Ithaca College community Albee received the Pulitzer 
are and, as a matter of right, Prize for "A Delicate Balance" 
must be free to express them- on May l, 1967. His best-known 
selves and act ~pon their convic- play, "Who's Afraid of Virginia 
tions. Accordingly we make the Woolf?", did not receive the 
following demands and urge sup- prize, as many thought it should 
port from the community for have. On receiving the award for 
these demands. "A Delicate Balance," Albee said 
by Chris Lyman 
Dr. Harold Taylor, noted Ice- seriously undertaken by the stu-
turer on educational reform and dents. Taylor warnc>d that stu-
past president of Sara Lawrence. dents should be alert while plan-
spoke Wednesday night to an ning new educational programs 
audience of about one hundred lest they Jose the art of com-
people on the "world generation munication amidst the academia. 
of youth" and its ability to re- Hiram Colle.~e has rcccnlly re-
form the educational system of vamped its program of general 
the United States. education in order to add black 
He attributed the common studies to its curriculum. Taylor 
problems, attitudes, and proposals suggested that although the 
of the youth to the mass media change was prompted by student 
and widely spread higher educa- unrest, the college should ap-
tion which is more prevelant on prcciatc any force that institutes 
the world scale than ever before. a change in outdated programs. 
The younger generation can make At this point the students must 
its own way because it no longer continue to exert pressure, but in 
needs the consent of the estab- the future they will not need to 
lishcd tradition, according to resist, but rather act as an 
Taylor. And generally, the youth example. 
of today have a great potential, _Taylor co~cludcd his l_ccturc 
which was unthinkable five years I with a question-answer period on 
ago. I educational reforms. particularly 
In the United States. the stn- I of interest to IC students since 
d t I 1 d d ti . 11 here have alreadv bc•cn proposals en s 1avc a rca y ma e 1e1r · . . 
potential evident by spontaneously I th,,t "th[c1·1col_I:lgc should msl1tute 
creating the tenth largest city in\ a pa_s- • 1 s~ s cm. 
the country. Short lived though it! 
was, those gathered at Woodstock 
established ground rules for com-
mon living. The gathering of 40,-
000 youth at this "city" clearly 
illustrated a manifestation of 
their power. 
Similarly, the Moratorium 
movement signifies the political 
influence of organized youth. 
Taylor believes that this energy 
could be used for constructive 
political and educational reform. 
It seems, however, that the 
American public concerns itself 
with putting down political op-
position rather than recognizing 
it as the result of a need for 
change. 
Citing the student unrest at 
many campuses, Taylor proposed 
that students were dissatisfied, at 
best, with being separated fro111 
other citizens. Formerly, the 
penalty for dissent was so great 
that it induced silence. As the 
students began to see through 
the present system, they could 
no longer accept it. U the present 
system produces candidates like 
Nixon and Humphrey, then there 
is something wrong with the sys-
tem, and the comments of Spiro 
Agnew on "sorting the rotten 
Busses Set 
For Friday 
To D.C. 
by Gregg Lindsley 
The Ith.aca :\Iobilization Com-
mitte will sponsor fh·c buses to 
Washington, D.C., lea1·ing on Fri-
day, November 14. at 6:00 p.m. 
Two buses have been gi\'en to 
Ithaca College, and the other 
three will be split between the 
city's various peace organiza-
tions and Cornell. The buses will 
be going to a meeting place in 
Washington. Details will be re-
leased at a later date. 
A car pool is being organized 
on both Ithaca and Cornell cam-
puses. One hundred cars ha1·c 
been rented from Avis. Six per-
sons will ride in cal'h ,ar. One 
diciary Board, the Womens Ju- The abolishing of class officers 
diciary Board, the Campus Ju- was again a topic of debate at 
diciary Board, and the House the Student Congress meeting. It 
Courts. was again stated that there was 
The Campus Judiciary Board no need to elect officers and that 
will be composed of eleven mcm- someone to handle finances would 
hers: six members of the student suffice. 
1) All files which contain in- he would think of it as his second 
formation which is, or can be Pulitzer and would use the money 
interpreted to be political to set up a course in which play. 
must be turned over to the wrights could tr.ain critics. 
persons named in the file. Richard Watts, Jr., of 'the New 
Copies or duplicates must be York Post wrote that the play 
destroyed. deals with "the stresses and 
2) The Safety Patrol must cease strains of an unhappily married 
collaborating with Federal and couple whose hostility comes out 
local authorities and cease in polished, ironic, and urbanely 
monitoring political meetings poisonous remarks." The family 
tensions arc compounded by the 
whatsoever. 
apples" cannot be taken seriously 
by today's youth. 
Taylor, having traveled ex-
tensively and worked on nine 
campuses across the nation with-
in the last year, commented on 
the new mood of the students. He 
person must be 21 yc•ars of age 
and he will drive. People (3:J 
cars for IC), arc nel'dC'd to 
drive. If interested call Lance 
B_radley (x 3793). In l'asc of an 
accident totaling ll'ss than Sl00. 
the six will have tu ~plit the cost. 
because the insurance company 
will not cover it. 
body, three members of the There was a motion passed as 
faculty, and two members of the a demand for department heads 
administration. The Ca.mp us to present their .views on the 
Board will serve as an appellate Feasibility Committee Report and 
court to MJB or W JB so that only to begin to implement it. It was 
these two boards can change or announced that progress has been 
reverse a decision of the other. made in regard to academic af-
Only the President of the Col- fairs an curriculum changes and 
lge may change a decision of this a recommendation may be ready 
Board. .soon. 
Included in the proposed Ju- A report was made on the 
iciary Code is the handling of Presidential Research Committee. 
cases in which a man or woman It was said that there are now 
have infringed on the rules of a 60 people being considered for 
dormitory other than their own, the job. Hopefully, the next Presi-
particularly a man in a woman's dent of Ithaca College will be an-
dQrm and vice versa. The pro- nounced by February 1 . 
... " . ~ ~· : ..... '• ,:. ~ : ' 
wife's sister, a hard-drinking 
3) Harassment and intimidation woman who is suspected of hav-
of students, faculty, and staff ing an affair with the husband; 
must stop. by the daughter, who is forever 
4) A clear statement .of the role running home from her unsuc-
of the Safety Patrol must be cessful marriages; 'and by a 
issued by the Ithaca College second middle-aged couple, old 
Administration. family friends who move in un-
We realize that the Safety invited. 
Patrol is responsible to the Ithaca John Chapman of the New York 
College Administration which Daily News called it "a beautiful 
must assume the responsibility play, filled with humor and com-
for the political repression which passion and touched with poetry 
is going on under the name of ... It is a gentle play." 
"safety." We hold the College ad- All seats are reserved. Tickets 
ministration responsible to imple- are free, as always, for Ithaca 
ment the changes of which· we I College students, faculty, and 
speak. . staff. 
was especially pleased with the 
change in southern campuses. 
Vanderbuilt has scheduled a 
period of evaluation for Decem-
ber 3 and 4. All classes have 
been cancelled on these days in 
order to hold forums on the cur-
riculum and general campus 
headway. 
In particular, he proposed that 
the creative arts have been badly 
neglected. The college should be 
a cultural center as well as an 
academic haven. Renovation of 
curriculum, grading systems, and 
course organizations should be 
• 
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"Roar of the Greasepaint" . ~!~.~ Castro AdVisO:r Disclls·· ses· . ;-· 
Forrest, a music major, will_ be . · . 
To Succeed "Delicate-Balance''; =::us~~~!:di~~~ Reasons For· Cuban Revolt 
Musical Set for November 12 ::r~~~!0~;:..~e scenery . _ · by JoAn~ Mlshel - . -
"The Roar of the Greasepainttry-out period. It ran for 232 The cast of l8 . is headed ~~ The unlikely combination of ed to -revolt, according to Boor- South America have been against 
. . . the Smell of the Crowd," an performances at the Shubert Larry. Grey as "Sir" and D~via the EUB and SDS presented an stein. Ho~y, the people '!ould foreign .imperialist influences, 
intimate mu~ical by Leslie Bri- Theatre ·on Broadway. Russell as "Cocky." Other. prmcl- interesting lecturer, Edward Boor- coalesce with the _,new party which may explain the violent 
cusse· aii11 ;'Anthony Newley, will The hit song of the show is pal ~ctors are: Andr~ Director, stein, - last Wednesday night. which tried for a coup. Of course, reactions Rockefeller experienced 
be presented by the drama-speech "Who can I Tum To?" There are Glona _ Zagloo~ Lollis We~ch, Boorstein, now a visiting profes- the new government turned out while travellng in South America 
department on the four nights of 16 other musical numbers in the and .. Eug~n~, Givens: The group sor at. ~omel!, was f~rmerly an to. be a puppet o! the US, and this past summer. 
November 12-15 at 8:15· p.m. in play, among them: "A Wonderful of ur~hins who fi?ure promi- economics advisor to Fid~l Castro, things were as miserable as be- Boorstein offers a two-fold 
the Arena Theatre of the Per- Day Like Today " "It Isn't Enough nently 10 the show w~ll be played and spent much time traveling fore. Hostilities ,gainst the US significance of Cuba: it is small 
forming Arts Building. to Dream," and' "The Joker." by Marl~n Scbnei_der,. ~ary around ·Cuba in interest and grew deeper during Batiste's re- but wants to decide its own poll: 
The show is a running musical Co-author Leslie Bricusse has Knauf, Gail . Os~ar, Jil Mielziner, duty. His studies are cited in bis gime. Batiste accepted the sup- cles; and Cuba is a microcosm of 
commentary on the battle be- composed a half-dozen West End Mary Jo B~mgham, Debo~ah book, The Economic Transforma- port of tlie US and could no underdeveloped nations around 
tween the "haves" and the "have- musicals, including the long-run- Burnham, Ciaire Bloom, Alice tion of Cuba. longer represent the people's in- the world. 
nots." On Broadway, the "haves" ning success, "Pickwick." An- Flaum, Shawne Dervay, Randee Boorstein spoke for the first terest. In concluding, Boorstein quoted 
were represented, by Cyril Ritch- thony Newley is best remembered :~e~r, Jan ,Stenzel, and Sara hour on reasons for the revolu- After discussing the political a line from Bob Dylan hero of 
ard as "Sir," the "have-nots" by in the U.S. for his role of Little- 10~ ey. . tion. Basicly, ''things were lousy reasons for the revolution, Boor- the united undergrou~d. "The 
Anthony Newley in the role of chap in "Stop the World, I Want . Tickets are free to IC stude~ts, in Cuba." The country was im- stein covered the economic bases, times, they are a changin' ... " 
"Cocky." to Get Off" - whi~h, by the faculty, and staff. The box office poverished, hookworm -Was ram- which were.equally exploitive. and apparently one doesn't need 
In Boston, "Roar" was the most way, is an earlier Bricusse- is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. pant, diets consisted of rice and Large US corporations monopo- a weatherman to see that devas-
popular musical of the 196465 Newley collaboration. on weekdays· Saturdays til noon. beans, and the majority of the lized the land,· and let much go tating reigns nourish the seeds 
season, and in Washington, D.C.; The Ithaca production will be ' people ·were illiterate. Hospitals unused to avoid flooding the of revolt. "Our generation " 
the play was mobbed during the directed by R!)bert Bardwell. oJ•+++ u+++,i,++ •• ••••••••• and medical supplies were non- market. The people could not ~e Boorstein proclaimed, "must ha~e 
existant, and many women were the land, and their services were the guts to start looking the truth 
WE NEED WRITERS forced into prostitution by pover- only needed in the short harvest in the eye .•. and think this 
ty. United States' foreign policy season. The system was such'that thing through." The us propens- . 
had, for 50 years, instigated and it prevented the growth of any ity to send its troops into under· 
perpetuated this bleak situation, industry which benefited the developed nations can lead to 
EMMICK -MOTOR CO. CALLx3268 
MONTOUR FALLS -~- Boorstein· maintained. The Platt Cuban people. Boorstein also pro- more quagmires like Vietnam 
Amendment gave the US the posed that US corporations were "and we see how Vietnam affects' +++++++++++++++•••••••• 
right to intervene on the behalf responsible for ·bringing racial us." . Factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, 
BWV, Fiat, Peugeot, MG, Austin 
Healey, Renault, Sunbeam, Checker, 
Plymouth/and others. 
$90,000 Parts Inventory 
Always more than 100 models in stock. 
We service what we sell and as many 
others as possible. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y.C. 
3 Shows - 10, 11, 12 
(local talent wanted) 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Help Lafayette. Juniors Celebrate. 
LAFAYETTE COLLEGETOWN 
is having an open house Saturday afternoon. 
There will be free cider and donuts, sound provided by 
LWE 
and psychedelia by our $1000 light organ. 
We have many reasons to be happy. 
Our Hi-Fidelity display is second only to our Parents Store 
Our prices are the same. 
We have a huge stock of blank tapes, cassettes and cartridges by 
all the major manufacturers 
plus a complete line of diamond needles and accessories. 
We have all this and we're only a 5 minute drive from I.C. 
Can you blame us for celebrating? 
SATURDAY OPEN HOUSE 
AT LAFAYETTE Jr. WHERE ELSE? 
of nations, and intervene it did, prejudice to Cuba. The question period after the 
but mainly to its own benefit. Revolution; Cubans felt, was -lecture focused on present-day 
Cuban insurrections and US in- the only way to free their land Cuba. According to JJoorstein, 
terventions characterized Cuban and become the masters of their who last visited. Cuba in 1968, 
history from the presidency of country. And revolution in Cuba there have been great leaps for-
Teddy Roosevelt and his big had to be a revolution against ward already, and larger divi-
stick era until the Castro take- the US. "It wasn't an accident dends will be gathered in the 
over. that the Cubans rebelled against future. 
A favorite imperialist tactic the United States," exclaimed 
would be to stage a "palace revo- Boorsteln. Similarly, revolts in 
lution" when the people attempt- Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, and 
The land bas been redistributed 
into co-ops, now called state 
farms. Unemployment is virtually 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ non-existant. Consumer goods are 
SPECIALIZING IN WORLD FAMOUS 
. BMC PRODUCTS 
"Austin Healy; MG; SAAB and all Foreign Automobiles 
as well as SU CARBUR~ORS. 
Be sure to stop in with your car 
problems. We are here to help 
you. 
ESTIMATES FREE, ALL WORK IS FULLY GUARANTEED 
PHONE 272-0952 
Alain Mauboussin 
AM Auto Repair 
400 SPENCER RD. 
NEW YORK STATE INSPECTION STATION 
···~···~,. • .,.... ,,, ........ ,. ,.,. .......... ,,I> ••• ,. •••• ,. •• ,, ........ .., .... ,.,. .. ~. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
suggests 
A Good Book 
and 
A Good Pipe 
for real relaxation. 
We have the makin's I 
still expensive and scarce as pro-
duction focuses on agricultural 
and industrial development. Also, 
Cuba is suffering from the lack 
of the goods which tile US form-
erly supplied. Although the mid-
dle classes are feeling a squeeze, 
the labor classes have experi-
enced great improvement. 
Boorstein commented that he 
didn't expect his audiences to ac-
cept his lectures as the absolute 
truth, but encouraged thos·e pres-
ent to inquire into the Cuban 
situation. 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
• Come with your 
dotes and dance 
to a smooth band 
every ·saturday night 
• Under new management 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
• 
Ithaca Shopping Pima 
Elmira Rd. 272 • 9715 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
11 a.m. • 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
.PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. • 1 a.m. 
2 
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The·Nose: 
-Legalize Pot? 
by Allan Noseworthy Ill 
mistakes Richard M. Nixon ever 
made, because it's stopping the 
flow of grass into the country. 
On our campuses students are 
using other drugs which they 
normally wouldn't use if grass 
was available. Besides, people 
shouldn't condemn something un-
QuesUon: There has been a present laws are useless simply less they tried it first. 
marked increase in the use of because everybody is smoking Susan Grant, lunlor, psych, 
drugs on college campuses in the (pot) today. This includes parents, Buffalo, N.Y.: Yes, the laws 
last few years. The_ smoking of faculty, lawyers, even doctors. against marijuana are just as op-
pot (marijuana) ·is part of a way Marijuana is going to have to be pressive and useless as were 
of life for many Americans, not legalized -simply because the laws those of Prohibition. The amount 
just students. Do you feel that as they now stand are unenforce- of people smoking grass is the 
the laws against marijuana are able. same or more than those , who 
as oppressive as those laws of Linda Umstetter, freshman, drank during Prohibition. Mari-
Prohibition times and/or just as physical ~y, New Hartford, juana should be legalized. Re-
useless? Should marijuana ·be N.Y.: Marijuana should be legal- strictions should be similar to 
legalized and if so, with what ized. The penalties for the pos- those on alcohol. It should be 
restrictions? session of and the selling of government controlled (you could 
Answers: Alyce Getler, soph, marijuana are ridiculous. Smok- get better quality that way). 
psych, Cedar Grove, N.J.: First of ing (pot) has no more harmful Lynne Cancilla, freshman, 
all, marijuana should be distin- effects than drinking alcohol, yet physfcal therapy, Pfttsfield, Mass.: 
guished from the more harmful there is so much more of a pun- Marijuana should be legalized, 
drugs. I feel that the strict laws ishment for using it. definitely. There's no harm in 
a"ainst the use of pot are not Larry Bauman, junior, business, smoking. It's no different than 
o~lY useless but harmful. The· New York City: The laws against liquor. People are running the 
main reason that the authorities marijuana are very oppressive. risk of doing something illegal-
give when they say that marl- Smoking pot is a thing of pri- that's the only harm in smoking 
juana is dangerous, is that the vacy, and the constitution guar- pot. 
drug can be an escape from antees us this right to privacy. Alana Lafler, freshman, music, 
reality and therefore psycho- By smoking (pot) you're not in- North Tonawanda, N.Y.: Instead 
logically damaging. Liquor is just fringing on anyone elses' rights. of spending so much time and 
as· much of an escape and I think Marijuana should be legalized, money on catching the people 
that the comparison of the definitely, There should possibly who smoke marijuana, they (the 
legality of-the two is a valid one .. be an age restriction if it is government) should concentrate 
Most important, however, is this legalized. . on researching marijuana so as 
consideration; if the "authorities" Elaine Were, soph, undecided, to see if there's anything harmful 
feel that the use of marijuana is Delmar, N. Y .: Both grass and in smoking· and to see if the laws 
harmful psychologically, what do hash are mentally and physically are just in th~ first place. . 
they think the psychological ef- harmless and should be legalized, Hank Gilbertson, freshman, un-
fccts are going to be when a 19 if for no other reason, to prevent decided, Rumson, N.J.: Pot should 
year old is sentenced to a 20 year unscrupulous dealers and pushers be legalized. The government 
jail sentence? from getting rich off naive and should control the sale of it be-
Edward Glover, freshman, un- gullible kids. However, half the cause that way the consumer can 
decided, · New York City: Pot kicks that kids get out of smok- be sure of the quality of the 
shouldn't be against the law. ing are finding new hiding places grass and perhaps get better 
However, if it is legalized, I for their pipes and sneaking out prices. If research hasn't found 
don't think the government in the woods to smoke at all grass physically harmful, then 
should have anything to do with hours of the night. What would the government shouldn't con-
the sale of it. one get paranoid about if drugs tinue to make it illegal. If and 
Rick Margolius, senior, political were legalized? when it is legalized, the purchase 
science, Delmar, N.Y.: The laws David Smelin, freshman, drama, of marijuana should only be re-
that exist today against mari- New Rochelle, N.Y.: The laws stricted by age. 
juana are barbaric. The case against marijuana are definitely 
cited in Life Magazine last week too strict, mainly since it affects 
where a 20 year old college stu- mostly young people. The govern-
dent received a 20 year prison ment should legalize marijuana 
sentence for possession of pot because it's no worse than alcohol 
is an example of this. There is and alcohol is legal. Operation 
no doubt in my mind that the Intercept is one of the biggest 
LLOYD'S SECRET ARIAL 
201 CLEVELAND AVE. - 272-6463 
Typing - Mimeographing • Photo-copy 
Duplicating • Notary Public • Electronic Stencils Cut 
Letterpress Printing 
8 a.m.-4 p.m. - Mon.•Fri. Evenings by Appointment 
I 
I Donohue - Halverson 
~cal Inc. 
WELCOME I.C. STUDENTS 
TO 
Specializing in Italian Food 
New Neapolitan Chef 
SPECIALS ON 
DINNERS - LUNCHES 
CARRYOUTS 
TAKE RTE. 13 
Exit Third St. 
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DRAMA REVIEW 
by Estelle Fnenkel 
Students who do not have a ticket for the Ithaca College 
production of Edward Albee's play "A De~icate Balanc~" should 
try and get one. It is by far one of the finest productions pre-
sented by the drama department in the past few years. ~he 
play, directed by John Welden, was well cast. Outstand1!1g 
performances were given ·by Jillian Tomarken, Penelope DeWitt 
and Geoffrey Smith. 
The plot is deceptively simple. It deals with a well-to-do 
married couple, Agnes and Tobias ( Miss DeWitt and M~. 
Smith), Agnes' alcoholic sister Claire ( Miss T omarken), the!r 
four-times married daughter Julia (Lynn Pheasant) and their 
"very best friends in the whole world" Harry and Edna. The 
only flaw in the play involves these last two characters. They 
are portrayed by David Horowitz and Gail Goldsman and 
neither of them seems really involved with his or her role. Miss 
Goldsman appeared not to know what to do with her hands. 
Mr. Horowitz seemed stiff and more uncomfortable than fright-
ened. Neither was able to really project the fear that was sup-
posed to have engulfed them, nor were they truly able to sug-
gst the true similarity between ·their lives and the lives of 
Agnes and Tobias. 
The other performances countered this deficiency. Miss 
DeWitt's Agnes was as articulate as Albee could have wanted 
her to be. Her diction was impeccable and her performance, re-
fined and tightly controlled, a perfect foil for Mr. Smith. He 
was just weak and bewildered enough and yet still capable of 
being moved to strong emotion as in his final scene with Harry. 
Miss Tomarken is fresh and alive. Her Claire was sharp, witty 
and extremely relaxed. She provides the evening's humor and 
there is much of it. Miss Pheasant, though almost too pretty 
and definitely too young looking for the role of a thirty-six year 
old divorcee, gives a creditable performance as the daughter who 
returns home looking for comfort only to find her room usurped. 
The play deals _with emptiness, the "responsibilities" and 
"rights" of friends and relatives and the lives of people who 
never really understand who or why they are. Dr. \Velden has 
ably suggested this in his production. We do question the size of 
the set. This reviewer understands the need for a small set, it 
provides one with a feeling of being penned-in or trapped and 
as such is valuable. However, certain scenes seemed hindered 
by the lack of space, especially those that took place by the bar. 
The designer, Alan G. Leach, seems to have neglected sight-
lines when he had his set constructed. Half the audience ap-
peared to miss one of the three entrances and unless one had a 
center seat, the angles of the set precluded optimum viewing. 
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Editorials - -
The U.S. Waited And 
Nixon Spoke - - -
Quite frankly, I was disapointed by Presi-
dent Nixon's Vietnam address Monday night. 
Mr. Nixon cut no new ground, and his speech 
was nothing more than a rehash of what the 
administration has been saying right along. 
Mr. Nixon stated t~at he has worked out 
"an orderly scheduled timetable" for the with-
drawal of all U.S. ground combat troops from 
-Vietnam but may have to revise it if Hanoi 
"significantly" escalates the war. Nixon, in 
pursuing this course of action, has made two 
fundamental errors. First of all, he apparently -
has left the decision as to the withdrawal of 
American troops in Saigon and Hanoi, instead 
of in Washington where the decision should 
be made since it is the American troops that 
are in question. Secondly, Mr. Nixon stated: 
"If I conclude that increased enemy action 
jeopardizes our remaining forces in Vietnam, 
I shall not hesitate to take strong and effective 
measures to deal with the situation." The 
President may call this a statement of policy 
if he wishes, but it can also be construed as 
a threat . .Anyways, it can not in any way serve 
the cause of peace. 
Why then, do you ask, is Mr. Nix.on follow-
ing the same old discredited policy that has 
led to the death of 40,000 Americans? The an-
swer is simple. Mr. Nixon apparently believes 
that in adopting this "face-saving" approach 
to peace, he can perhaps "buy" the necessary 
time with which to break the negotiating dead-
lock in Paris. This is madness. The only thing 
of substance that such a policy will provide 
is more alienation among our youth - driving 
the generations farther and farther apart -
~review: 
and, of course, more American casualties on 
the Vietnamese battlefields. Furthermore, it 
is utterly preposterous to think that Hanoi 
would even consider the likelihood of serious 
negotiations, especially in view of mounting 
protests and demonstrations in the United 
States. All Hanoi has to do is sit back and 
wait for the Americans to walk away from 
the whole mess. I, for one, cannot blame th.em 
for their intransigence; logically, how could 
they do anything different? 
Why do we protest? Why do we demon-
strate? The protests and demonstrations are 
the manifestation of American impatience with 
this war, and as long as this despicable war 
continues, we must continue to exert more 
and more pressure, through protests and dem-
onstrations ( peacefully of course), to bring a 
halt to the slaughter in Vietnam. I protest not 
against my country, but against the policies 
of my government. I am not anti-American, 
nor am I pro-Communist. But I am deeply 
concerned, and my conviction is steadfast, 
that the course which President Nixon has 
chosen to plot is wrong, and that it -leav~s 
me no alternative but to release the horribly 
frustrating feelings th_at I harbor. That is why 
I protest: I protect the continuance of a war 
that has lost all meaning and significance. 
President Nixon says he is for peace. Of 
that there can be little doubt, He says he 
wants to end the war. Why, then, has he 
chosen a policy that only prolongs the war? 
I say, bring the boys home and bring 'em 
home now!! 
Mike Hinkelman, Sports Editor 
What To Expect In Washington 
Washington--{CPS)-It's Thurs- Vietnam isn't about to supply 
day, November 13, and you've free food to several hundred 
come here, to the land of taxi- thousand people. A place to stay 
cabs, marble monuments, and rich is something else. Call or write 
hippies, to be in the Big March. the Mobe office (202-737-0072, 
Hungry? Better have pocket 1029 Vermont Ave. 10th floor), 
money. The New r,fobilization and the chances are they can 
Committee to End the War in stick you in a nearby church or 
college. Mobe's housing division 
already has rented blocks of 
motels for those who can afford 
to pay. Due to the housing short-
age and the possibility of as many 
as 50~,ooo persons showing up, 
Mobe 1s asking all those who can 
pay to pay. 
,._ 
Letters To The Editor 
Defense For 
A. T. Bouscaren 
Editor: 
Mr. Robert Kurlander, assistant 
profe~or of political science, 
Ithaca College, in bis letter to the 
editor was very captious of both 
an article written by A. T. Bous-
caren and the members of "Stu-
dents for America" who dis-
tributed that article at the Octo-
ber 15 Moratorium. Mr. Kur-
lander attempted to recreate in 
Mr. Bouscaren the Joe McCarthy 
image of the 1950's. The compari-
son was not only unfair; it was 
nauseating. 
To prove Mr. Bouscaren's ar-
ticle was not a "scholarly" analy-
sis, Mr. Kurlander points to an-
other unrelated work (which in-
cidentally is a type of reasoning 
proved invalid by Socrates in the 
fifth century B.C.) by the same 
author, The Last of· the Man-
darins: Diem of Vietnam and its 
review. That review by the Amer-
ican Political Science Review 
written by Robert Cahill was the 
most satirical and, ironically 
enough, the least scholarly of 
those which appeared at that 
time. It does, however, have some 
value as comic relief in a setting 
of otherwise worthwhile reviews. 
To explain: Mr. Cahill cites t_he 
absence of quotation marks, and 
acknowledgements, implying out-
right plagiarism, saying "instruc-
tors of English may use it as an 
example of bow not to write." The 
American Political Science Re-
view, being aware previously that 
an illness in the family forced 
Mr. Bouscaren to turn the in-
completed project over to an as-
sistant, extended to Mr. Bous-
caren the opportunity to rebut 
Mr. Cahill's review. (Anyone who 
has ever missed a class, or who 
has been in a joint project where 
he has had to rely upon someone 
else's notes will appreciate Mr. 
Bouscaren's position.) Since then 
the two articles-the review and 
the rebuttal-have appeared side 
by side. (This fact was omitted by 
Mr. Kurlander in his letter.) 
Men far better qualified than 
Mr. Cahill have seen merit in this 
book including: former Ambassa-
dor Nolting and former Assistant 
Secretary of State John Allison 
(Saturday Review, May 22, 1965). 
Why the Patio? _ 
Editor: . 
...--I would like to ask why··tlie 
patio is being built in front of 
the Union. I was never aware of 
the need of such a patio while I 
have been aware of the shortage 
of books in the library and the 
high tuition and the need for 
more scholarships which every 
school has. 
Since the beginning of the 
construction of this patio, I have 
been aware of one more need of 
school: the need of the adminis-
tration and the Board of Trustees 
to re-evaluate their priorities. 
This institution should be set up 
with the desire to provide the 
best possible education to the 
largest possible number of people. 
The wasting of money on this 
patio shows that they obviously 
would rather make a monument 
to. themselves which will last 
without any effort than to build 
up the quality of Ithaca College 
which would require constant up-
keep and work on their part; but 
isn't that why they are where 
they are? 
Larry Rosenmann 
Go Majority 
Editor: 
"It is time for the preponderant 
majority, the responsible citizens 
of this country, to assert their 
rights. It is time to stop dignify-
ing the immature actions of arro-
gant, reckless, inexperienced ele-
ments without our society. The 
reason is compelling. It is simply 
that their tantrums are insidious-
ly destroying the fabric of Ameri-
can society." 
Vice President Spiro Agnew 
October 30, 196.9 
Vice President Spiro Agnew 
has finally made some sense. Un-
knowingly Agnew has managed 
to hit the nail on the head. Let 
us briefly investigate his mighty 
words of wisdom. 
In the past few weeks it bas 
become quite apparent that a 
majority of Americans definitely 
intend to assert their rights. The 
majority of the American people 
are sick and tired of war, bigotry, 
poverty and numerous other so-
cial ills. "It is time to stop digni-
fying the immature actions of 
arrogant, reckless, inexperienced 
elements within our society."-
namely the Nixon Administration 
and Mr. Agnew himself. Speaking 
of inexperience, Mr. Agnew, the 
"01' Fat Jap" himself, knows as 
much,about running this country 
as Daisy, the East Tower's mascot. 
(Then on the other hand, Daisy 
probably has a better understand-
ing of human nature than Agnew 
does.) "It- is simply that their 
tantrums are insidiously destroy-
ing the fabric of American so-
ciety." It is-true - if we let 
Agnew and his kind continue 
their tantrums, they are going to 
destroy America, if they haven't 
already. 
Jeffrey Richman '70 
DOLLAR FOR YOUR 
Editor: 
"Just pay your dollar," was the 
reply I received on registration 
day when I questioned both the 
gentlemen at the Student Direc. 
tory table as to what the direc-
tory was, and who was getting my 
dollar for this mysterious direc-
tory. By asking several IC stu-
dents what the directory was, I 
got an answer. For those fresh-
men and transfer students who 
are still as bewildered as I was, 
the Student Directory is a cross 
between a football program, and 
a telephone book. It is distributed 
to Ithaca College students at the 
discretion of the industrious 
brothers of Delta Kappa fratern-
ity, provided you paid your dol-
lar. This mysterious pamphlet 
made its _appearance on the IC 
campus last year in mid-Novem-
ber, and has yet to be seen this 
semester. 
To the brothers of Delta Kappa, 
I direct th..e following questions. 
"What do I do if I want to call 
someone before mid-November?" 
You may reply, "Call campus in- . 
formation." If this is the ease, I 
pose this question; "How do I 
call campus information without 
a directory to find the number?" 
or for that matter, "How do· I 
find Delta Kappa's number so I 
can call and ask about my direc-
tory?" · 
The answer to all these ques-
tions is obvious. 
However, the solution to the 
directory dilemma is not a simple 
one. Naturally, I have a few 
comments and suggestions to 
offer. 
Continued on page 9 
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Advertising-
At 6 p.m. get over to the Ar-
lington Nation<!l Cemetery in Vir-
ginia. Mob"e wants about 40,000 
people there for a "March Against 
Death." You'll be given a placard 
bearing the name of a U.S. serv-
iceman killed in Vietnam or the 
name of a South Vietnamese vil-
lage ravaged by the war. It might 
be a good idea to bring along 
some blankets. They're estimating 
only 1,000 people will be able to 
begin the single file procession 
each hour: You may not leave the 
cemetery until early Saturday 
morning, 
Bt sinc_~h M:: Bbouskca_ren hdimseltf PRETORIA, South Africa - Right wing leaders established a 
: o~g wi h 1~d 00 1~ unbe~ Ila· ,new party, the Reformed Nationalist Party of South Africa, to 
h
~c • wl~f.s 0t~ examine rie Y be a contestant in next year's election. The new party stands .. 
is qua 1 1ca ions: b h' d h h 'd d · · · · M f 
_ e m t e apart e1 octnne m its strictest sense. any o 
Education: B.A. Yale 1943; MA its leaders were recently expelled from the ruling Nationalist 
California, 1948; PhD California party. 
1951 in Political Science. 
Experience: He has taught at 
San Francisco, Loyola, National 
War College and at present, Le-
Moyne. 
Organizations and Awards: Con-
sultant, Washington Report, 1964-; 
Trustee, Intercollegiate Studies 
Institute, 1960-; Americans for 
Constitutional Action, 1965-; Am-
erican-Asian Educational Ex-
change, 1966-; Christopher Award, 
1962; Regnery Award, 1952; Free-
doms Foundation Award, 1958. 
CHICAGO- The chairman of the Black Panther party, Bobby 
Seale, was ordered chained and gagg~d by Federal district court 
judge Hoffman after he shouted accusat10ns and insults during 
the prosecution of the Chicago eight. Seale demanded his con-
stitutional rights so he could speak in his own behalf, and 
cross-examine witnesses. This procedure is unique in court his-
tory and constitutionally unsound. 
NEW YORK- To sa".e the school from financial collapse, 
trustees at the New York Theological Seminary have radicalized 
traditional policies, throwing out old curriculum and giving stu-
dents equal voice in the hiring and firing of teachers. The student 
body is down to 43 students, so the risk seems a good one. A 
~pokesman for the change, Father Powers, feels that social change 
1s what they want, and that the seminary would not exist if it 
were not involved in it. Rev. Webber, the new president said 
"We ~ave to bridge the gap between theology and practi;e." ' 
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When you do, you'll cross a 
bridg? over the Potomac, go past 
the Lincoln Memorial, the reflect-
ing pool to the Washington Monu-
ment, and the Executive Offices 
stopping in front of the Whit~ 
House to read the inscription on 
your placard into a loudspeaker. 
Then it's more walking. Past 
the Treasury Department FBI 
Justice Department, and s~tue of 
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant to the steps 
of the Capitol, where you'll drop 
the placard into a casket. 
At 11 a.m. Saturday the B!g 
March commences. Go to the Mall 
in front of the Capitol (between 
Third and Sixth Streets). It 
shouldn't be bard to find. · If the 
See opposite page 
All the above information is be-
ing taken directly from the 
American Men of Science, R. R. 
Bowker Company, New York and 
London, 1968, whose criteria for 
inclusion, by the way, require 
'' Achievement, by reason of ex-
perience and training, of a stature 
in scientific work . . . Research 
activity of a high quality in sci-
ence as evidenced by publication 
in reputable scientific work . . . 
Attainment of a position of sub-
stantial responsibility requiring 
scientific training and experi-
ence." 
Susan Monroe 
Larry Owens 
Richard W. Falvey 
MANILA- If re-elected on November 11, President Marcos 
will continue_ a ca1;1tious OJ?en-door policy _on economic and 
cultural relations With Russia and Communist China. He de-
clared that his country is at peace with the whole world and 
that it will continue trading on an experimental basis 'with 
socialist countries. On Philippine - United States relations he 
said that treaties would be re-negotiated, and that "our rela;ion-
ship -.yith the United States is not about to terminate in anger. 
It 1s Just that we have matured." · 
W AS~Ir:,r~TON - R~ssian _has become the second language, in ..; 
H_ano1, g1vmg_ the S0v1_et U_n10n a long-range influence in North 
Vietnam. In 1ts capacity, 1t has replaced French and·· Chinese. 
In a decade or so, the political and economic leaders of North 
Yietnam will be more susceptible to Soviet than to other foreign 
influences. · · 
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.. . AND HER 
I" 
On~ Foot In, One Foot 9ut =-1 
ea Goldman and You NO DRAFT CALL FOR OCTOBER AND HERE'S . .. " 
by Craig Wolf 
STUDENTS, TOO, are supposed to have ·academic free-
dom. Although this is a term usually applied to the right of 
faculty members to express whatever unpopular views _!hey have 
arrived at, it is also correct to apply the term "academic 
freedom" to the right of students to hear whatever unpopular 
,·iews they wish to hear. But there is not enough academic 
freedom for students at Ithaca College . 
• • • 
For students to have freedom, there must be choice. For 
choice to mean anything, there _must be alternatives to choose 
from. If there are alternatives, then there is diversity. If there 
is not enough diversity within the faculty, then the students 
do not have enough freedom. 
For there to be enough diversity, each department should 
have professors who represent as many different schools of 
1hought, political positions, and approaches to teaching as the 
size of the. department and· other factors permit. In large de-
partments this should be easy and in small departments at 
least the major differences can be represented. But this is not 
<looem~~ ~ 
Here's where Bea Goldman comes in, as an example. The 
tenured members of the English faculty decided not to re-hire qr 
at the end of this school year. Student supporters complained 
and Mrs. Goldman hrself requested the current investigation 
of her case by the Arts and Sciences Faculty Council. Now Mrs. 
Goldman is well-liked, admired, and considered valuable by her 
students; she is active in college and 'department activities and M-DA Y IN D.C. 
committees, she is making progress toward her PhD; and she is 
cooperative and polite. There appears to be no good reason for Continued from page 4 
firing her. Whatever reasons there are are not going to be made 
public, but one point has been emphasized by Chairman E. W. attend3~ce predictions are to 
Terwilliger speaking for the tenured faculty of the English De- be believed, a sea of peopl~ 
partment in a letter to the English Majors' Club: "May I state _should st~etch moSt of the way to 
flatly that our reasons were purely professional and that we thc Washmg~o~ Monument. More 
were scrupulous to exclude all considerations. of politics, race, ~;~~~ than m / 967 t;he; a\ leaSt 
religion, and sex." But this is not a point in the department's "• came or . e en agon 
favor, it is a bad point. Departments ought to consider the march. More than m 1.9~3 ~hen 
politics of professors in order to· add to their membership those 250,000 came for thc civil rights 
persons who bring points of view, schools of thought, and styles march .. 
of teaching that would otherwise go unrepresented. Race, and . ~II kmds sho~ld be there. Re-
sometimes religion and sex, should also be included. Bea Gold- hgious people hke _Quakers an~ 
man's politics - broadly defined - are one of the good points members of the ~~t~onal Co~?c1l 
in favor of her retention here. Her political views - especially of Chur~hcs. Yippi~s .. Pohtical 
as related to literature - are uncommon in the department and people hke t_he Soc1ahst Work-
should be welcomed. But this important factor in her favor has ers, Communist Pa!tY, and __ the 
not been considered by the tenured faculty in English, it has Ne_w Dem O c r a_t 1 c Coahho~. 
been scrupulously excluded. People such as Bea Goldman should Friend!?' people !!kc the AI?eri-
bc sought out, not kicked out. With the policy we have nqw can Friends Ser_v1ce Comm1tt_ee. 
there will be little diversity unless it is by chance And maybe radical people hke 
R b B G Id · · I · ·Th · SDS the Black Panthers and the 
f ememdl er! ea. o ml~1:1 isl JU~t an bex_ampfe.11 edprbac~1ches Rev~lutionary Youth Mdvement o suppose y ignoring po 1t1ca views emg o owe y t e · 
English department is followed elsewhere. Considering that Y_ou'll march ~ac~ up P~nnsyl-
the college is committed to academic freedom, there ought to be v~ma Ave., not m smgle file, but 
a clear policy encouraging departments to hire with diversity w1th everyone _else. Hopefully, 
in mi9d, among other criteria, of course. If there is such a policy, thc ~arade permit gr~nted by the 
ic certainly hasn't been followed too well, judging by the com- JuSnce Department will allow you 
position of our faculty, especially the tenured faculty. It's not t? use the strcet as well as the 
that they're all the same, but that they're too muck the same. sid?walk. If not, the 1,500 to 2,0?0 
The dissent and differences _of opinion so plainly present in our tramcd (~y Mobe) marshals ~ill 
society are inadequately represented in our faculty. What dis- have the1r hands full herding 
sidents there are too frequently get fired, pressured out, or people. Shades of O~tober 15 
suffocated by the "don't rock the boat" atmosphere. The evi- wh~n the peace re~olution had to 
dcnce of this is that virtually none of them survive long enough wait for the walk sign. 
to get tenure here. At the 12th Street intersection, 
This tendency to filter out diversity is made possible by look to your left. 1:hcre sits J. 
Edgar Hoover's bastion. Chance,; 
Continued on page 9 arc his men are watching you. 
Blue striped D.C. patrol cars and says, "The march on the Penta-
paddy wagons should be in abund- gon had well-publicized provisions 
ance since the police department for civil disobedience. It gave 
has all· available men on duty. No those people who didn't want vio-
onc knows - but everyone ex- lence an opportunity to partici-
pects the National Guard and/or pate in the rally and then leave 
U.S. Marshalls have been put on before the scheduled civil dis-
alert. And everyone is wonder- obdience. The civil disobedience 
ing if maps of Washington have has been carefully programmed 
replaced maps of Vietnam and out of this protest." First aid will 
China in the Pentagon war room, be available at the Washington 
as occurred during the 1963 and Free Clinic and at the march 
1967 protests. sites via mobile clinics. 
Another thing left to specula- When the march reaches the 
tion is whether there will be any White House, a short rally will be 
violence. In 1967, thousands were held to present demands for an 
arrested, gassed, or beaten with end to the war. Then you'll walk 
clubs or rifle butts. But a co- around to the Ellipse, a grassy 
chairman for this year's event area between the President's 
mansion and the Washington 
Monument. At 2 p.m. a festival of 
life will start, r<'pletc with rock 
bands and speakers. Presiding 
over the ceremonies will be Dr. 
Benjamin Spock, Rev. William 
Sloane Coffin, and Mrs. Corella 
King. 
When the festival is over, the 
Big March is technically over, too. 
But if you want to do something 
else, the Yippies (Youth Inter-
national Party) will be leading a 
"militant march" to the Justice 
Department (corner of !\inth_ and 
Constitution) :it 5 p.m.-twilight. 
According to a Chicago eight news 
Continued on page 10 
THE PANT SHOP 
325Eclcly5t. 
JUST ARRIVED! SURPLUS CLOTHES 
Nary P•Coats 
Wool Eisenhower Ja~kets 
l.ong Wool Army Coats 
Wool Nary Bell Bottoms 
Army Fatigue Coals 
Australian Bush Hats 
THI LARGEST & FINEST SBICTION 
OF B1LL-B0ff0MS IN ITHACA. 
THE 
LEATHER. 
This is a smile., 
Most of our customers wear one when they leave our place. We 
don't change their lives, but we do make their shopping so much 
nicer. Our salespeople say hello, but they aren't pushy. They'll let 
you browse without bugging you. On the other hand, if you want 
their help, they'll really try. If you find something you like and 
buy it, they'll say thank-you. If you don't, they'll say thank-you too. 
And if it should happen (though we try n~t to l_et it) that we don't 
have the dress you want in the size you wear, we'll do everything 
to get it as pronto as possible. If you'd like to leave a store wearing 
a smile on your face, see us. We specialize in putting one there. 
GVILD 
,., Leat'/i-er Clot/zil!j ~ 
· !be:.l-t.s-ljaaJb&.s 
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by Schumann's "Komertatuct" Beeler To Return for four solo horns, as transcribed Career Conference To 
Be Held in Education Walter Beeler, one of the best by Schaefer. Featured soloists are 
known college band directors in students in the School of Music: 
the Country. will con_ duct the fall A career conference on educa-Herbert Spencer, Nan Harris, · Concert Of the Ithaca College cation will be sponsored by the John Oldham, Constance White-
Concert Band Wednesday evening, head, and Nancy Flynn. Ithaca College Services fox_:- Career 
November 12. The free public The ensemble will play·compo- Planning at 8 p.m. in room BlOl 
event is · scheduled to start in sitions written especially for on November 10. 
Walter Ford Hall at B:lS p.m. concert band, including "Suite for Th nf ·11 b h ted Becler's own transcription of e co erence w1 e os 
Band" by Hovhaness, "Sonatina b Al d Cl k d" t f the overture to Leonard Bern- y exan er ar , U'ec or o 
stein's "Candide" is the open- for Band" by Hartley, and "Sym- the career planning department. 
,ng work on the program followed phonic Songs for Band" The speakers at the conference 
.-,::_ ______________________ ,! will include: Roy S. Thrall, super-
T'he. Largest and only Selection 
of 
Keepsake Diamonds 
in Ithaca 
Other Diamonds $75 - $1500 
· Divided payments arranged · 
7M Houstt of f>ttrsona1 S11n1ict1 and Brand Nam11s,-
Open Frida11 Nighill 'til 9 P .II •• 
ccr-s,-.. .. .... :-9: 
.Altma11,&Green · T 
~~Jewelers . 
c.A-.,gg,lftd ... 1448.~~·~·/IVO-
..... T.ua 
When you know 
it's for keeps 
All your sharing, all your 
special memories have 
grown into a precious and 
enduring Jove. Happily, these 
cherished moments will be 
forever symbolized by your 
diamond engagement ring. 
If the name, Keepsake is in 
the ring and on the tag, you 
are assured of fine quality 
and lasting satisfaction. The 
engagement diamond is 
flawless, of superb color, and 
precise modern cut. Your 
Keepsake Jeweler has a 
choice selection of many 
lovely styles. He's listed in 
the yellow pages under 
"JPwelers." 
~!2SEake~ 
OIAMONO RINGS 
visor of music at the Greece 
Central School, Greece, New Yor!t; 
Joseph Kleiser, supervisor of 
physical education at the Lincoln-
Sudbury Regional High School, 
Sudbury, Mass; and Dr. Martin 
Laforce, chairman of the educa-
tion department at Ithaca College. 
The meeting, open to all IC stu-
dents, will discuss salary struc-
ture;· the value of a masters de-
gree, teaching at a college of 
education, vocations in guidance 
and administrath:e positions, and 
will compare elementary and high 
school teaching. 
l'yluan Jlills 
1757 Slatervllle Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
. . , . ~ ·. ~ ... ··,,. : . ~ ., ....... . 
_;,' ·: • :.< "_: ~,., y;-r• ,. "• "P'. •"-'; ',' •"~'." ._ r',l1 ,- .... '.'' ,'. ':.'~'"'', . -::,· :::·, 
Speech-Drama Probes Curric~lum State Studies 
Campus Turmoils by Fran Markover 
Extending the trend in Ithaca 
College's academic departments 
of cun:iculum revision, a student-
faculty committee of the speech-
drama department bas been 
formed to examine problems and 
possibilities. According to Dr. 
Firman H. Brown, chairman of 
the speech-drama department, 
this move will "determine the 
direction" students and profes-
sors will take. 
The four students elected Oc-
tober 13 to the committee by stu-
dents in their own majors were: 
Joseph Moriello, junior, speech; 
Lucia Fontana, junior, speech; 
James Osburn, junior, drama; and 
Ilene Graff, senior, drama. The 
main speech-drama committee 
has been split into two smaller 
groups - a subcommittee for 
speech and one for drama. 
Lucia Fontana, a speech sub-
committee member, pointed out 
a number of problem areas her 
group will focus on. For example, 
she feels a requirement for a 
CORNER OF GREEN & 
CAYUGA STS. 
• 
Stag or date ... 
Make the scene 
at George1s 
Call 272-9551 
speech science rather than a lab Albany _ Five additional pub. 
science like biology would be lie meetings of the Temporary 
more beneficial to students ma- State Commission to Study the 
joring in speech. Lucia believes Causes of Campus Unrest were 
that all the speech faculty 8;18° announced Wednesday by the 
want to change the restricting chairman Assemblyman Charles 
lab science requirement. D. Hend~rson, Hornell. The an. 
Lucia feels that college &tu- nouncement followed a meeting 
dents are prepared to specialize of the full commission at which 
and that this would be accom- an analysis was made of the pub . 
plished best with an open curri- lie meeting held at Alfred Uni-
culum. Lucia poin~ed out that versity and Alfred Agricultural 
along with her plan for an open and Technical College on Octo. 
curriculum would be an advisor ber 2. 
system providing the student with These public meetings will cov. 
individual guidance in planning er all geographic areas of the 
his schedule. state in order to give interested 
In another point of discussion, parties an opportunity to present 
Lucia favors a plan suggested by their views to the commission 
Steven Warland, instructor in and to give the commission an op. 
speech-drama, which would di- portunity to listen and learn from 
vide speech majors into those the widest spectrum of opinions. 
studying speech education for a The schedule is as follows: 
BS degree and those taking November 7, Syracuse, North. 
speech for a BFA degree. way Inn, Thruway Exit 36, and 
Ilene Graff, member of the Interstate Highway 81; November 
8, Potsdam, Thomas S. Clarkson 
Memorial College of Technology; 
drama subcommittee, is also ex-
cited with student-faculty com-
munication. Like Lucia, she is November 10, Hauppaugue, LI, 
against a lab science requirement Suffolk Co. Department of Plan-
and favors a no-requirement pro-
gram. Ilene is also opposed to a 
proposed plan where 12 credits 
would have to be taken · in two of 
the following areas - history, 
political science, psychology, or 
sociology.anthropology. 
At a meeting of the drama sub-
ning, Planning Bldg. Commun-
ity Center, Veterans Memorial 
Highway; Novem~er 11, New 
Rochelle, Iona College; November 
12, New York City, Bar Associ-
ation of City of New York, 42 W. 
44th Street. 
All meetings will begin at 9 
group October 31, new, tentative a.m. 
Any interested persons, whether courses were discussed in areas 
such as scene design, theater 
theory for academic-minded stu-
dents, and introduction to the 
theater with guest lecturers. Also 
proposed was a theater workshop 
with a repertory company. 
FRATERNITY _JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
students, faculty, administrators, 
trustees, alumni or the public, 
are invited to attend and speak. 
Assemblyman Henderson strongly 
urged that anyone wishing to 
speak should advise the commis-
sion at P.O. Box 7265, Capitol 
Station, Albany, N.Y. If time does 
not permit, a telephone call would 
be welcome at area code 51<!-
474-2950. 
ITHACA COUEGE CLASS RINGS 
Ray Robinson with Rothschllds ht Floor 
Badges, Favors1 Mugs .. Sportswear 
Phone 272-5959 
Assemblyman Henderson also 
emphasized that preference will 
be given to those who make a 
formal request. The commission 
requests that speakers provide 
copies of the prepared statement 
to be introduced into the record 
at the public meeting. 
• Sale prices lowered 
• System under $90 
• English LPs - Scotch Tape 
• Prerecorded Reel - Reel 
• More 8 tracks, cassettes · 
BIGGEST WEEK ·YET ! 
(See ad page 3) 
EXHIBIT and SALE 
- ORIGINAL GRAPHICS -
- POTTERY AND JEWELRY -
from the Muggleton Gallery Collection 
EGBERT UNION LOUNGE 
Tues. thru Thurs. (Nov. 18, 19, 20) 
from Noon to 6:00 P .M. 
PRESIDENT'S AOORESS ON VIETNAM: 
NOV. 3 CONFRONTATION ? 
want-ac1s. Another suggestion is Woodward Set 
to eliminate Delta Kappa's fran-
chise and open the job on a T S k 
competitive bid basis to any re- 0 pea 
sponsible C!lmpus group. This sys- Dr. Kenneth W. Woodward, c!.D 
tern would give an)'. cam~us or. assistant professor of pediatrics 
ganization with mcentiv~ a at the University of :Rochester 
chance to share in the ~rofits of and one of the nation's leadipg 
printing the directory. With ~el~a experts on urban health problems, 
Kappa's franchise, their ~rofit 15 will deliver the second lecture 
certain, our delivery date 1S a sur- in a series of presentations re-
prise. With a bidding s~Stem,. a lating to health care, at Ithaca 
delivery date could be written 10• College, on November 12. 
to a contract. If the contract ~as . Dr. Woodward's talk, "Urban 
broken, the ~roup responsible Health Problems .and Directions," 
could be penabzed. . will be held in room 202 of the 
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Pete's I c?!:?..!~o:R 
AVAILABLE 
ICE CUBES 
PICNIC SUPPLIES 
OPEN 7 DAYS 9 AM• 10 PM 
Call 
273-7470 
I 
714 W. BUFFALO 
These are but two suggeSUons, college's Science Building and 
rm sure there are several others. will start at 8 p.m. 
But before closing these com~ The special series, entitled ------------------------, 
ments: . . "Trends," is being sponsored ~Y 
A student needs _a directory m the college's Administration of 
September, not .m November Health Services program. (maybe?). By November, he knows ACME the phone numbers he needs, or knows where to find them. Also, advertisements for businesses be •. 
long in a separate section, not 
J."R,C. scattered throughout a directory. L _____________________ ___, And lastly, the printing of the 
Student Loan Bill LETIERS Student Directory is a privilege, 
Continued from page 4 and a trust to students who have Awaits Hancock Ithaca College could handle ~he paid their money in good, often 
printing job, probably resultmg . f "th Washington - (CPS) - An 
"emergency insured" student 
loan bill has finally received 
congressional approval and is cur-
rently awaiting President Nixon's 
signature. 
The bill would permit private 
lenders to students to receive 
interest subsidies of up to 3 per 
cent beyond the 7 per cent limita-
tion on interest imposed under 
existing laws. 
It also directs the Secretary of 
Health Education and Welfare to 
detern:ine if lenders have dis-
criminated against borrowers who 
do not do business with them. 
The Secretary is to report rus 
findings to Congress March 1 and 
take remedial steps if he finds 
that a substantial number of 
students are subject to discrimi-
nation. 
The bill increases authoriza-
tion for National Defense student 
loans, educational opportunity 
grants, and college work-study 
funds in fiscal years 1970 and 
1971. 
THIS WEEKEND 
Head 
for 
Straight 
the 
ROYAL PALMS 
209 Dryden Rd. 
272 -9636 , 
PA TIERSON'S 
~ 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
• 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
. naive a1 . in a better directory sooner; one . t f 
11 
? ? 
that looks like a telephone direc. Where's the d1rec ory e as . . 
tory, and not a section from the Richard Finzer 
$1<1. 
<Slt~~I< 
l>-'~AI< 
.JJ $/u .,(/JJRM, 
f}fWJO,ied ½, Slueu 
v)04 $/ewv.t 
Gj'jjjjjc) ~ ji I ., ii jl 
SKI LESSON PACKAGE 
... 
7-1 hour lessons 
Expert Instruction 
Beginner - Racing 
31 hours of Night 
Skiing 
Registration Dec. 1-5 
Union Lobby· 
Lesson starts Jan. 12 
More Information 
274- 3202 
<<>ltTLAN I>, NY. 
... ___ _.j Phone 607-753·0016 
I I I 1 
... ... \-. ,. -
l 
Friday Night Special 
• A Sizzling Delmonico and 
• ~ of a live Maine lobster 
$5.50 Complete Dinner 
,, . ,, 
Select Your Lobster 
from our Tank 
'34flttira R4i- ARJ-SJS,J 
Spec1a1 
week-and SNO 
6{!!!}Y I DINGOS ><---", 8 0 
0 
(Cornell and Ithaca College) 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
ALL 
SIZES 
' I
" r, 
Every Friday 
Direct to: 
New York 
$11.30 one way 
Lv. Fri. 3 P.M. 
Ar. NYC 8 P.M. 
Return Sunday 
Lv. NYC 3:15 P.M. 
Ar. Ithaca 8:15 P.M·. 
For tickets and 
information 
710 W. State 
Phone 272•7930 
IJ 
T 
,1 s 
401 EDDY ST. 
COLLEGE TOWN 
Ready for 
Another 
Chicken - Fat Christmas ? 
HANDCRAFTED SIL VER AND GOLD JEWELRY 
Eril~ewelERS 
111 S. AURORA ST. 
ITHACA, N. Y.14850 
(607) 273-3246 
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The World of Wheels;., 
by Richard Leone 0 
It was a good night for an innocent tour. along _second~ry 
roads - no moon, no clouds, only a ~teady,_ light ra~n commg 
from the blackness above. An especially fme _evenmg to be 
strapped into a fairly new Volkswagen, with a famt touch of an 
even burble coming fro mthe. extractor. exhaust. Volkswagens 
arc sort of enjoyable in the ram. They give you a warm, cozy, 
womb-like sensation, safe from the cold wetness of the rest of 
the world. Except for the brakes. . . 
.. 
K· 
I 
HS ·~·-~~r,wn 
Concert Series 
To Open Nov. 24 
I followed a semi 0ut of town at a sedate ~ _mph, sh1ftmg 
slowly and easily, just like driver ed. I w_as enJoymg th_e spray 
from the truck, and the brighmcs~ of t~c hghts of ~>0com11_1g cars 
bouncing off the water on the windshield. The !•res emitted a 
satisfving hum as they sponged through the_ slickness on t~e by Kathy B•rzler 
road: One of the truck's back tires was wobbling. After 3 while Offering a wide diversity of 
this became unncr\'ing, so l turned off on_to one of the non~e- talent, the IC Concert Series will 
script winding roads prt·ccde<l by a Tompkins County Road sign next present the Prague Chamber 
whose number eludes me. . . . . Orchestra on November 21. Thirty-
-.-. 
,I 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for• 
eign cars· 
N.Y .S. Inspection 
front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-Up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
' 402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
'1bU OUMttYHul · 
c.tl\"f ·•c ... 
-n.t1'·e~ui· ·.· 
~Nlft'T'M" . 
BARNETT'S 
~ 
<S~ 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272-9881 
By this time the only sources of VISl_bility were the. pale six virtuoso instrumentalists com-
beams from my h~adlighrs, the gas starions and ham~urger prise the Czechoslovakian ensem-
establishments hanng fadl'd out before ~ left the se.mi .. 1:ne hie, which performs without a 
scarce houses in the hills seemed notonou_s for their livmg conductor. The ensemble will 
rooms lit by flash light. I picke~ up speed, do_mg mayb~ 60 now, perform music by Mozart, Bonne- ,_ __ ;;;;;;;;.,_,.;,a_,;;;.;.;;:~ .... - .. \..-1-,}-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-==-=-=-~)-F.~-;-;_;_.::~~t~ii~i~i~~~~~ii~iij___, winding it out in second and third, but c_huggmg along m fourth. ger, and Dvorak. , ·'!o+++t++++++++•+++++••• Into a wide curve, the apex of w_h1ch met the .corner of a On February 11, a concert will 1111. - .. llff-&1 
barbed~wire fence, I found myself look_ing at the glaring eyeb~lls be given by the Dutch a·cappella SIATIC GARDEN ...... I y lia 
273 • 1821 Rear Entrance 
of three horses. Fortunately m~ly their heads extended ~uts1de singers, in which music ranging A ~-···· 
the fence, and rhcy bu_ckcd ~ little as I went by. I hadn t seen from the 16th to 17th centuries 
another car for abou~ fi\'e. n111cs, an~ the sky seemed to_get even will be beard. The singers are Chinese-American Food 
darker, and_ the bulg1n~ h1ll_s alon~ side the road even higher. On conducted by Felix de Nobel. 2027Slaten,illeld. 
the far horizon wa_s an eerie glow from_ a !11.ore popula~ed area, Daniel Barenboim truly an in- 114 W. State St. SANDWICH MENU 
lighting up the ram cloud~ that were mv1s1blc otherwise. Just ternational pianist 'was born in OPEN: Dailyat4P.M. 
past a farmhouse on the nght _was a lf!w, open barn, very well Argentina, is a citizen of Israel, 272 • 7350 
lit with lots of brown cows 111s1de. A bit further on, a wcarh~r- . Closed Sunday 
beaten split rail fence contain~d a couple of black and white Continued on page 10 CARRY OUT, Al.SO 11,_ • """"'"' 
cows curled up in the grass. Even cows get col?, so they lay _.....,.. •• 
down and curl up co keep warm. Bur they were still wet. 
Cows begin ro lose thei_r interest a!tcr _a. time, _even on a 
rainy night great for p~1mpkms. It wasn t ra1111ng quite as hard 
now and I started gomg faster, about 70, down· to 55 to 60 
tluo~1gh most of the curves. I enjoyed fighting the tendency of 
the rear end of the car to try to pass the front on the curves, 
and avoided the brakes as much as possible. VW brakes are 
pretty poor ro_ begin with, fade ~·er.¥ quickly, and lock_ up 
instantlv when n's wet, aside from pulling strongly to the right. 
I \\:as approaching a corner that I. knew pretty well, a 90 
degree right-hander, _but _banked very nicely._ On a dry day you 
could go into ir at 6.,. drift through most of 1r, and _com~ out .at 
about 45, just into third gear. 1 was approaching !t qmte 
rapidly, so I let off on ;he throttle, went _down to th1r_d, an.d 
came into the corner at ,O. Instantly I realized I was gomg too 
Continued on page 9 
ITHACA FLOOR 
COVERING 
• lee's Carpets 
• floor Covering 
• Paints 
Factory Trained Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272-5696 
407 Taughannock Blvd. 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
.>.aarora Jnn 
~
Special Event 
Fa.II Jum_pers 
value to 520 
s 
Many Styles 
Including Some 
Solids and Plaids. 
In Group 
Pant-Skirts, 
Size 5-13 Only. 
orris' 
: I~ .. }.: .. nus FUii sun· 
, ~ 106 s. CAYUGA n. 
Use Yo•Jr Morris' 90-Day Account 
More And Mor• Stores, Of More And More Kinds, Are Following The 
Supermarket Pattern: Find What You Want And Pay As rau Leave. And If You 
Need Help, Forget it. 
We Run Our Ski Shop On The Totally Opposite Pre.,..ise 1'.hat You May Need-:_ 
And Certainly Deserve - Plenty Of Our Personal Attention. Buying Slcis, Of 
Course, Isn't Like Fiffing A Cart' With Canned Goods. Here, It's Important To 
Learn What's New, What's Different, What's Better. And ,Why. You Want Jo 
Know Which Model And Size Of. Which Ski Best Fits Both You And The Skiing 
You Do: 
Careful Shopping Takes Time. And You're Welcome To As Much Of Ours As We 
Can Spare. Obviously, We Have More Of _It To-Spar~ Early In The.Season - A· 
Good Reason r, Do Your Shopping .Now. Then We Can Both Be Even More Sure 
That You Choose Your Skis ~lmly And Correctly. Along With Everything Else 
You Need For The Season To.Come. ·,. 
THE ONLY THING YOU CAN'T GET HERE 
IS THE SKI BUM~S RUSH. 
FALLVIEW SKI SHOP-=r.=s 
>,> I&~ !.FALLS srR&aT 
The Wearhouse is open. 
Come fillyourcloa 
We slashed the labels out of perfectly good sportswear. 
That way, we can sell these label-less lovelies for 50% off or better. 
Skirts, $4.95 and·up (vaJues as high as $14.95). 
Dresses, $10.95 and up (values originally as high as $21.95). 
Blazers, $10.00 instead of $27.95. Blouses, from $2.95. 
Sweaters, from $4.95. Pants, from $5.95. 
Opening Special: $7.95 long-sleev 
knit tops for $1.00 ! In all kinds of great 
patterns and colors. 
Bring a friend. She can help you find 
the place. It's at 625 Main Street in Johnson City. 
Right across from GE in the Westover Pl87.8.. 
Hours: 9:30-9:30, Thurs. and Fri. 
9:30-5:30, Mon., Tues., 
Wed., and Sat. 
... 
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Get Well Wishes GOODELL i V. ALU. ES Continued from page 1 In speaking about the genera: . tion gap, Senator Goodell said, Two wall-known members of tal on October 23 with pneu-
monia. Two days later he suf-
fered a heart attack. 
"The nation is suffering from a the Ithaca College community 
A 'new Malaise' - the fear of be:,. have been stricken by illness. • • lieving in anything or anyone .and Mn. Neva Mattocks, secretary the consequent lack of beliefs to President Dillingham and the 
caused by that fear." Goodell be- Board of TrustNS, was admitted 
Mr. Giannone has been the pro-
prietor of the College Cleaning 
Center for the past three years. 
Mrs. Peggy Knapp, an employee 
of the center, said that the shop 
will remain open for cleaning 
service but tailoring service wlll 
be limited. 
PLENTY lieves in overcoming this crisis to Tompkins County Hospital through what he calls the October 19 with a serious illness. "generational partnership" that She was In the hospital's intensive 
a---------------------------------------1• he feels should exist in America. care unit for one week and is 
COLOR-PACK POLAROID Solid State TAPE 
RECORDER Model 320 features electric eye ... fin-
ished color or black 
& white pictures in 
seconds! Big 3 ¼ x 
4¼ prints. 
4400 900 Our Reg. 
Low Price: 52.97 
DYNACHROME 
COLOR-SLIDE FILM 
)99 Our Reg. Low Price: 12.97 
High-fidelity performance 
at a low, low price! 
Best film for all 
slide-taking situa-
tions. Bright, warm, 
true color. 
Includes 
Processing 
Our Reg. DOMINION 2-SLICE 
Low Price: 2.27 TOASTER 
Handy Brew Selector' 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 900 
PERCOLATOR 
Our Reg. 
Low Price: 12.97 9 99 Our Reg. low Price: 11.97 Makes perfect toast every time! Features color select-or, lift-o-matic action. Easy to clean. In avocado or 
harvest gold. Brews coffee exactly a_s you 
like it! Easy-clean, attractive 
anodized aluminum body. 
WARING BLENDER 
STEREO PHONO 
4900 2100 
Futura 850, popular new 
edition, now with new 
"Flash Blend" button. Low 
silhouette design. 
Our Reg. 
low Price: 59.97 
Revolutionary omnidirec-
tional speaker system. 
Heavy-duty speaker. Auto-
matic shut off. 
LADY SUNBEAM 
ELECTRIC 
RAZOR 
AM-FM CLOCK RADIO 
With Built-In Light 
888 
Reg. 12.88 
Petal pink with 
white gold insert. 
MEN'S 
SUNBEAM 
FASTBACK 
SHAVER 
1900 
29.95 Value 
~ineered to give 
·--- falter shaves. 
1900 
Our Reg. Low Price: 22.97 
Wakes you to musicl Tele-
chron clock. Solid-state ra-
dio in pedestal cabinet. 
8-TRACK PLAYER 
4900 
Our Reg. 
Low Price: 59.97 
·Just slip in a cartridge, and 
enjoy continuous music. 2 
speakers, matched walnut 
cabinets. Pilot light. 
STEREO LP RECORDS 
SALE $2.47 LIST $4.98 
e SONGS FOR A TAILOR 
By JACK BRUCE 
e HURT SO BAD 
By THE LETTERMEN 
e RECOLLECTIONS 
By JUDY COLLINS 
e GREEN RIVER 
By CREEDENCE 
CLEARWATER REVIVAL 
• CASH AT ·SAN QUENTIN 
By JOHNNY CASH 
e LOVE THEME FROM 
ROMEO & JULIET 
By JOHNNY MATHIS 
e THE ASSOCIATION 
By THE ASSOCIATION 
e BEST OF BILL COSBY 
By BILL COSBY 
e WARM SHADE OF IVORY 
By HENRY MANCINI 
e GOOD MORNING, 
STARSHINE 
By OLIVER 
This simply means that it is na- presently In Room 283, South 
tural and good for youth to ask Medical Wing. 
questions about life, in fact this Pasquali Giannone, familiarly 
questioning should be encouraged known as "Pat the Tailor," was 
by parents. Parents have the role admitted to the Intensive care 
of leading the young in their unit of Tompkins County Hospl-
quest for knowledge since they 
The Ithacan joins the college 
community in wishing Mrs. Mat-
tocks and Mr. Giannone speedy 
and full recoveries. 
have had many of the same ques-
tions and problems in their own GOLDMAN 
youth. He feels that colleges and Continued from page 5 
universities should aid in solving 
·this crisis by teaching students to 
solve these problems and to anti-
cipate problems and to solve thPm 
before they arise. 
The Senator thinks that our 
world needs new solutions to old 
problems, and that everyone 
should help in finding these solu-
tions. He said that we can emerge 
from the national malaise if "we 
change the nature of American 
life. No more can we be crea-
tures of events. If any action will 
solve the crisis of belief, they are 
the actions that will demonstrate 
that we are the masters of our 
fate." 
Provost Robert Davies recog-
nized the honor students. Ninety-
four students became members of 
Zeta Sigma Nu, the freshman 
two factors: the lack of a tradition or policy of seeking out 
persons who would add diversity and the presence of a political 
structure which locates power in the hands of a few. The solution 
to the lack of a policy is for the faculty to create one. The 
solution to the narrow power structure is to broaden it by taking 
the decision out of the hands of a few and putting it into the 
hands of a group that itself includes diversity. Such a group 
should include students, who have a right to share in the selec-
tion of their faculty, anyway. These changes wouldn't be perfect, 
but they would be bettter. 
• • • 
Much more is being decided here than Mrs. Goldman's re-
apointment, for hers is a test case. What is being decided is 
whether we will be committed to encouraging the necessary 
diversity which Bea Goldman brings to IC or ignoring it. 
Herc's where you come in. Without diversity, you will be 
exposed inadequately to different points of view and will not 
have much choice, and without choice you will have little 
freedom. And if you have little freedom, you ought to want to 
do something about that. 
honor society. Fifty-six students WHEELS 
became members of Oracle, the 
all-college honor society. The top Continued from page 8 
two students in each of the three fast, way too fast, and I'd spin around and meet a tree or some-
upperclasses were honored, and thing. When you're over the limit like that you know it instinc-
individual awards were presented tivcly because you get that sinking pain right between your 
by departments and student or- lungs and you do something stupid. So with the apex of the 
ganizations. corner coming at me far too quickly I tapped the brakes very, 
Senator Goodell's thought pro- very lightly just before the rear end began to slide and then the 
voking speech and President wheels locked and I was going diagonally toward an embank-
Dillingham's talk on college stu- ment that no amount of sawing on the wheel would change. 
dents provided stimulating in- I slid across the ~oad _with the front wheels cra~ke1 all the 
formation anl ideas to those who way to the left, st11I going way too f~st but that d1dn ~ matter 
a en ed the Honors Convocation slammed into the embankment. A short distance away was the 
tt d . 
1
. anymore, as the car left the road, Jumped over a ditch and 
of l969. Dayton farm, and all the lights were out and it was still raining. 
This 
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WICB 11NOW 3011 SURVEY 
Week Beginning November 7, 1969 
Title 
Something/Come Together 
Leaving On A Jet Plane 
Eli's Coming 
Here Comes The Son 
Undun 
Smile A Little Smile For Me 
My Beautiful People 
Sometimes In Winter/And When I Die 
Fortunate Son/Down On The Corner 
Going In Circles 
Make Your Own Kind Of Music 
Wedding Bell Blues 0 
Try A Little Kindness 
Turn On A Dream 
Backfield In Motion 
Delta Lady 
Cherry Hill Park 
Baby It's You 
Take A Letter Maria 
Someday We'll Be Together 
Up On Cripple Creek/ The Night 
They Drove Old Dixon Down 
Tracy 
Tonight I'll Be Staying Here With You 
Because 
Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye 
Heaven Knows 
Lov'e Will Find A Way 
Sunlight 
Feelin' Bae;! 
Kozmic Blues 
Artist 
Beatles {Apple) 
Peter, Paul & Mary (WB) 
Three Dog Night {Dunhill) 
Beatles {Abbey Road, Apple) 
The Guess Who (:RCA) 
Flying Machine (Congress) 
Melanie (Columbia) 
Blood, Sweat & Tears (Columbia) 
Creedence Clearwater (Fantasy) 
Friends of Distinction (RCA) 
Mama Cass {Dunhill) 
Fifth Dimension (Soul City) 
Glen Campbell (Capitol) 
Bob ·Tops {Mala) 
Mel & Tim {Bamboo) 
Joe Cocker {A&M) 
Billy Joe Royal {Columbia) 
Smith {Dunhill) 
R. B. Greaves (Atco) 
Diana Ross/Supremes (Motown) 
The Band (Capitol) 
~uff Links {Decca) 
Bob Dylan (Columbia) 
Beatles (Abbey Road, Apple) 
Steam {Fontana) 
Grass Roots (Dunhill) 
Jackie DeShannon (Imperial) 
Youngbloods (RCA) 
Spooky Tooth {A&M) 
Janis Joplin {Columbia) 
· Created by and for the "Big Six" listening audience I I 
Ron Kobosko 
Music Director 
WICB/6 
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The SAVOY ARDS *announce 
OPEN TRYOUTS 
for chorus, leads and orchestra 
for their forthcoming production of 
"RUDDIGORE" 
by Sir Arthur Sullivan 
and 
W. S. Gilbert 
to be performed March 12-14 
Wed. - Thurs. - Nov. 12 & 13, 7 - 10 p.m. 
and 
Nov. 17, 2:30- 5:00 & 7:00 p.m. 
For further info call Mathew Lazar or Wendy Zomparelli 
Orchestra auditions by appointment. Call 272-2922 
--
*The Savoyards is an organization based at Cornell U., dedicated to the produc-
tion of Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas. Open to all interested members of the 
Cornell and Ithaca College communities and all surrounding areas. 
,. .. .,., " .. 
14 la~ei~~ 
, .{!:, self-adjusting 
4~~~,tarppqQ.~. 
' ~,-~· ' ' '', :: .. '' . 
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We'll send you the $1.69 size of Playtex' 
first-day™ tampons for only 504. 
You get more than two months' supply free. 
There's no other tampon like 
Playtex. Outside. so~t and silky, 
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra 
absorbent, it even protect~ on 
your first day. That"s why we 
call it the first-day tampon. 
In every lab test against the 
old cardboardy kind, the 
Playtex tampon was always 
more absorbent ActucJlly 45% 
more abso•bent on the average 
than the lea.:1,ng regular 
tampon because of the unique 
way it's made. Actually adjusts 
to yot, Flowers out. fluffs out, 
prote(:ts every inside 
Inch of you. 
Once you try it, we think 
you'll love it. That's why we're 
making you th,s special "two 
months free" offer. 
So go ahead. Use the coupon 
and get more than two months' 
supply free. 
r-----------------------------, 
Here's 50C for my more than two months' supply of Playtex tampons. 
Send in a plain brown wrapper, please. 
D Regular D Super 
Name ___________________ _ 
(PIHH print) 
Address, __________________ _ 
City __________ state _____ Zip __ _ 
Mail coupon to: International Playtex Corporation, Dept. WV, 350 
Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001. Offer expires December 
31, 1969. Please allow four weeks for delivery. L-----------------------------~ f Ptaytu 11 II•• tn<kmark llf lnllfflalionll ~ C:O,p •• Dover, Del.• 19611 lnlffllltllonat Plartoa eor.. 
A. E Rho Honored 
The national honorary tele-
vision-radio fraternity at Ithaca 
College has been awarded the 
triple star, double ribbon award 
of the National Federation of 
Music Clubs for its production 
of "The Parade- of American 
Music." 
The TV program was produced 
in conjunction with the Tompkins 
County Junior Music Clubs and 
was broadcast over WICB-TV last 
spring. Mrs. James Ripley, past 
president of the Junior Music 
Clubs, presented the award to 
Martin Lomonaco, producer of the 
show. Lomonaco is a junior TV-
Radio major from Hicksville, N.Y. 
Executive producer for the 
show was Carl Jenks, a junior in 
TV-Radio from Rochester. Direc-
tor was Jon Martinson, a May, 
1969 graduate from Stanford, 
Connecticut. 
Concert 
Continued from page 8 
an~ conducts the English Cham-
ber Orchestra. He has concertized 
throughout the world and will 
present his recital at IC February 
24. 
The final event of the IC Con-
cert Series will be presented 
April 8, when the youthful Ko-
/ 
rean violinist, Young Uck Kim, mittee is stressing community 
will present a recital. He came action for its two day war protest 
to America to study with Ivan November 13-14. Mass marches 
Galamian after being discovered will be left to Mobe this month, 
in Korea by Rudolf Serkin, and as five other categories of activity 
was introduced in America by are planned: 
Leonard Bernstein and the New 1.) Distribution of post cards-
York Philharmonic Orchestra in asking for immediate withdrawal 
a televised young people's con- of U.S. troops from Vietnam. 
cert. They are to be signed and re-
turned to the national Morator-
Washington ium office in Washington, which 
Continued from page 4 will foIWard them to the White · House. 
release, the theme of the march 2 ) D t d · 
·11 b "Sto th Tr" 1 ,, "Th . · oor- o- oor canvassing of w~ . e . P e 1~ · e pnvate homes and leafletting at 
Y1ppies will be presenting move- ai=orts f t · h · 
t · "d th ti -.. , ac or1es, s oppmg cen-men 1SSues outsi e e an -war tres and h h traff" · 
ff t h h , rus our 1c Jams. e or : t e arrassment of our 3 ) Speech b c · It th ·talis · . · . es y ongressmen 
cu . ure, e capi h~ society and Senators to their constitu· 
which places property rights and enci·es Leg· I t h th f 
. · . is a ors, w e er or or 
private greed above human needs against th b · k d 
d al . . e war, are emg as e an . person respect, the mdi- to return home to discuss the 
taristic form of government which· Vietnam is ·th th 1 
·n sto t thi t h It th sue w1 e peop e. 
wi . P a no n_g O a e 4.) Contacting of special inter-
American Revolutionary Move- est groups h I 
t Th "f tati f sue as awyers, men . e mam es on o the teachers d t d . 
. , oc ors, an umon men 
nature of- the American govern- to obtai·n the' d t · h . . 1r en orsemen 10 
mChe_nt, t e 'llcbonsprracy Trial in the form of TV or radio an-
icago, wi e the center of pro- nouncements · d test " , signe newspaper 
· . . . ads, or speaking appearances for (The ~obe protcst• m addition immediate withdrawal. 
to opposm? the ":'~r, ~emands an ·s.) Symbolic marches to state 
end to racism, militarism, paver- capitals memorial church · 
ty, and the freeing of political services. 
prisoners.) 
The Vietnam Moratorium Com- Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
ART FLICKS FESTIVAL 
ART FLICKS 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
OLD TIME FLICKS 
CARTOONS 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
Saturday 
Nov. 8 
B-10 
8:00 
272 • 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
EUB FILM SERIES HI-Fl TV REPAIR 
• USED T.V.'s FOR SALE 
MARDI'S 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
CAMP ELECTRONICS 
156 E. State St. 
(Across from Rothschild's, 
Pitcher of Bud $1 
1 flight up) 
4 to 6 Mon. - Fri. 
MON-SAT 12-9 273-0011 
FULL COURSE DINNERS 
SPECIALIZING IN STEAKS 
ALSO SERVING SANDWICHES ON HARD ROLLS 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 
OFFICE PARTIES e BANQUETS 
273-9947 
308 Elmira Rd. at Meadow St. & Rte. 13, Ithaca, N.Y. 
BIGGEST 
WEEK .YET! 
See page 3 
··\\~\.~\~ 
-\\u\.\\\~\ 
~----------
:::EJ,r:::EJ:::EC,,E"' 3/EC>J.W":a:>..A... ~ :::EJ,r::El:N"JCJ.W"c:;;. 
--~'· --- BDIJIIIBS I Bear 
The Greatest Dining & Drinking Experience Ever 
ALL THE 
CHAMPAGNE 
YOU CAN DRINK 
Sparkling Extra Dry Champagne 
\Ve keep your glnss full. 
ALLTHE 
SALAD 
YOU CAN EAT 
Our Huge Shrimp Cocktnil Snlnd · 
Have another, if you can. 
PLUS ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF 
A A!'"' All $ .o C1ffllt for just 5.95 ~.d ... ..A.ND -r:&:..A.T'.S J.VOT A LT, 
Elegant Dining Parlors and Authentic Saloon. 
Intimate Tum-of-the- Century Atmosphere. 
A Complete Selec.tion of Stronger Spirits is· Availule. _ .. " 
1'URBA'.at9s 
ELMIRA ROAD ~ ITHACA, N. Y. 
.: .. :~:·,:..:. ~..,.:_ ;..~· ·-.:<:" .. ~' ··~ ..... ·<.· r•',, 
o, 
... 
. .., 
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Hillel CoDlbines Old And Student: Killed c!!"fmU~eg~~~~!!! !::~}~;:~~~ ~eer.figure is a 
• . . • In Car Crash Heights, Ohio, was recenty fea-
The Finger Lakes Collegiate 
Hockey League has been reduced 
from 11 to 8 members this year. 
Syracuse, Buffalo State, and Os-
wego State have dropped out. The 
remaining members are: the Uni-
versity of Buffalo, Rochester 
Tech, Canton Tech, Ithaca, Brock-
port, Hobart, St. John Fisher, and 
Utica College. The League will 
begin play in late No\·ember and 
will wind up the '69-'70 season 
with the annual League Cham-
pionship playoffs at Rochester 
Tech's Ritter Memorial Rink on 
March 5-6-7. 
New In Weekend SerVlces William (Bill) Charles Broad- tured as the CO-ED OF THE well, 20, a former Ithaca College MONTH in the September issue 
by Seth Morrison music student, was killed Satur- of COACH AND ATHLETE maga. 
The Ithaca College varsity 
basketball team began practice 
sessions this week in preparation 
for the 1969-70 season. The var-
sity hockey team followed suit 
last Monday under the first y~ar 
heard coach, Forbes "~eitll...1 
day November 2 When the car zine. Pam, a senior Physical Edu-The IC Hillel chapter spon- was very well attended. Hillel is ' ' he was driving went out of con- cation major at Ithaca College, 
,ored the first in a series of Fri- planning to bold more services trol and hit an embankment on has been a cheerleader for the 
;laY Night services during Par- on campus and welcomes anyone Route 73 north of Keene, N.Y. past four years. 
"nts' Weekend. h!,terested in attending. • • 
~.4 I' 
I' 
· • f · .11 d d ·ts p ts' Mary Morgan of Eizabethtown, The service was a mixture O Hi el conclu e i aren his fiancee received only minor • Miss Kim Adams of Natick, 
Mass. was recently selected as 
Ithaca College's Centennial Foot-
ball Queen. The contest was held 
in honor of the 100th anniversary 
of College Football. Miss Adams 
received the majority of votes 
from over 1,000 ballots cast. She 
is a sophomore English major. 
TWEITMANN'S 
HALFWAY HOUSE 
the traditional prayers and con- Weekend program with a Bagels injuries. B~th were students at 
'.l'mporary ideas. Appropriately ?Dd Lox Br:unch on Sunday morn- the State Univrsity of Potsd3II\.. 
chosen modern music provided mg. Over. 200 . people attended Broadwell, who attended Ithaca 
.,n interesting background for the and all enJoyed ~t. . College from 1967 to 1969, played 
,crvice. Seth Levin, Hillel's re- Future plans mclude a bowl-m first viola in the symphony and 
i?gious chairman, and Jerry to be ?eld on November 9. Plans string orchestras and was a mem-
r,amp, a Rabbinical student, are bemg formulated for a Chan- ber of the Students for a Demo-
·.1·rote and led the service that n~kah ~arty and Passover _meals. cratic Society. He also taught a 
Hille_! i~ const~tly wor~g to course in Grass Roots music for 
pro_vi_d~ mtere~tmg and enJoyable the Free University for Social 
activities for its members. Action and was a member of 
Present 
MUSIC COUNTRY STYLE 
with 
BOB CRANDALL 
and· 
JANDA 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
To Present: Recit:al 
November has arrived again Pesaresi Promot:ed 
.ind once again Kappa Gamma 
"si Music Fraternity is happy to Edward Pesaresi, a member of 
present its annual Fall Recital of the faculty of the Ithaca College 
chamber music. Each year Kappa School of Health and Physical Ed· 
Gamma Psi presents two major ucation since 1957, has been pro-
recitals in addition to open and moted from assistant professor to 
closed house recitals, and an . 
· · · 1 co ·t·on Competi· assoCiate professor. The promo-Ongma mposi i s - . 
tion in which we award a $25 tion was recently approved by 
prize to theoest composition sub- the Ithaca College Board of Trus-
mitted. tees. 
This year's Fall Recital will Pesaresi has taught all phases 
take place on Monday, November of the Physical Education cur-
17 at 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall 
Auditorium. works to be included riculum on both the graduate 
··string Quintet" in c minor, and undergraduate levels at 
··Psalm XVIII" by Benedetta Mar- Ithaca. He has also held positions 
eello, for brass and organ, "Three as assistant coach of football and 
Intradas" for brass choir by Va- baseball. 
clay Nelhybel, "Suite Breve en . 
Trio" by Bozza for bassoon, oboe Befor~ coming to I~haca, 
and clarinet, and a vocal quartet Pesaresi served a~ an assist?nt 
· · g v·ctor· "Mass ,, We professor of Physical Education 
smgm a i Ia . d . h . f tb 11 
h th t th. d" ·rsu· d O an assistant coac m oo a ope a 1s 1ve ie pr - . 
"ram will be of interest to all of and bask~tball at Northern State 
" College, m Aberdeen, South Da-you. 
If you have any talent for kota. 
composing Kappa Gamma Psi is Pesaresi received a BA de· 
sponsorin~ an Original Composi- gre~ in !?olitical Science from ~he 
tion Competition. Pieces may be Umvers1ty of ~ew H?mpsh1re 
for any vocal or instrumental and a BS degree m Physical Edu-
combination and must be sub- cation from Northern State Col· 
mitted to Jan Livingood at Ter- lege. He earned his MA from 
race 12-A by December 15. The Springfield College in 1954 and 
best pieces will be played at a last June was aw~rded_ an Ed D 
recital in Ford Hall on February from Syracuse Umverslty. 
13 at which time the winner will He is married to the former 
1 be announced. Ardis Tokle of Canton, South Da-
Remember those dates: Novem- kota, and has two children, Joe, 
ber 17-Fall Recital, and Decem- a student at Ithaca High School, 
ber 15 - due date for Original and Don, who attends the South 
Compositions. Hill School. 
"HAPPY'S HOUR 
FRIDAY 3:00 to 6:00 
PITCHER OF "THE KING OF BEERS" 
BUDWEISER -,ONE BUCK 
At This Price - Bring a Date I 
~,J;Pt)\ SO .IYJ ELSE -t'l.C E 
TAVERN 
108 N~ Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS NOON 'TIL 7 
BLOODY MARY'S 1 /2 BUCK 
Jeremiah Peabody's Old Time 
String Band, a folk group. 
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Midford M. Broadwell of 183 Oak-
lawn Dr., Irondequoit. Funeral 
services were held Thursday in 
Irondequoit. 
ELMIRA ROAD 
Open Late Fri. & Sat. 
Nite 
Ice Cream Made Daily 
SUNDAES, SHAKES & CAKES 
.. . . 
If Ithaca College halfback Rod 
Howell played ten games a year, 
he could well have gained over 
2,000 career yards rushing. The 
Ithaca College senior has totaled 
over 1,500 yards thus far, with 
one game left in the 1969 season. 
games left in the 1969 season. 
Ithaca plays only eight games a 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
ANNOUNCES HIS· 
BIGGEST WEEK YET ! 
$2.97 SALE 
ENGLISH LP's 
• 
• 
SYSTEM UNDER $90 
REEL- REEL 
SCOTCH TAPE 
SE30 $19.95 · 
THE 4C's 
Every Friday Nite 
No Cover Charge 
9 • 1 - On Rte. 13 
347-4872 
FOR 
THANKSGIVING 
CARDS & SUPPLIES 
304 E. State 
272-7338 
CCM - Hockey - Figure Skates 
SKIS - By Hart, Rossigni, 
Kastle, A& T 
BOOTS - Lange, Henke, San 
Marco 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 EDDY STREET 
PHONE 273-3030 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
FRATERNITY & SORORITY CHARGE ACCOUNTS 
,-------------------------------------------------, I I 
i Is ''b ·e ess'' i 
! good for beer? ! 
I I 
I I 
• It's all a matter of being "big" in the right places. • I 
• For instance, the Genesee Brewing Company has 
: the biggest lauter tub 1n the world ... a sort of I 
1 super-filter that takes the bitterness out of the beer. 
: That's good! 
I 
I 
• Genesee also has the biggest blending tank in the 
: world ... a tank that can blend more than 
I I 
1 4,000,000 glasses of Genesee at once to 1 
: make sure you get that same great taste ~- : 
: glass after glass. That's good! -=-=-- : 
I I 
; It's this being big. where it counts that ~~ : 
: makes Genesee a little more exciting : 
: than·any other beer. ~.....-.. : 
I I 
I I 
; We'll do anything to bring you better beer : 
I GBCO, Rochester, N.Y, I 
I I 
·-------------------------------------------------· 
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·------------Sports Mike----------------------------------------. 
IC Drops 33-6 Decision to Bridgeport, Warner 
Runs Wild; Face Central·Connecticut Tomorrow 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Bridegport 33, Itha'ca 6. Last I marily on the ability of Ithaca to completion to Fowler at the 5, but air. Following the touchdown, last Saturday. These, however, 
Saturday night, in John F. Ken- contain Warner. That. task Warner scored for a second time the Bombers got another chance were not the only mainstays of 
nedy Stadium in Bridgeport, proved too formidable indeed, on a 5-yard sweep at 5:46 of the when Bridgeport punter Bob the Bridgeport attack. The whole 
Conn., Ithaca College was com- and thus IC's hopes for a victory second quarter. Agaiµ the Bomb- Tomko's punt went only 18 yards team played flawless football, and 
pletely dominated in all· phases were washed down the drain. ers ground game caught fire, and to the Bridgeport 49. Three plays the home team had to punt only 
of the game by a strong, fired-up Bridegport Dominates with Bill Kleinfelder doing yco- later, the Bombers were haunted once during the entire game. In 
University of Bridgeport eleven, Bridgeport scored the first time man work, the visitors drove to by the fourth down at the Bridge- retrospect, then, it was not so 
and consequently were soundly it got its hands on· the ball. With the Bridegport 30, only to be port 42. much a case of Ithaca playing so 
defeated. In recent weeks, it had Warner doing most of the ball- halted by the fourth down jinx. Bridgeport Scores Again lousy, but more a case of Bridge. 
been the Bombers who had toting, the Knights drove 61 That pretty much concluded ac- Early in the fourth quarter, port playing so well. In fact, 
showed the devastating ground yards in 13 plays, with Warner tion for the first half, a half Bridgeport concluded the scoring Bridgeport could have beaten 
attack, and the crisp, bone-jarring getting the touchdown on a 2- whi<:h Bridgeport do~inatcd ex- for the evening' marching 56 many a team last Saturday, so 
tackling and defensive play. Last yard run. Ithaca College, unin-1 elusively. The hosts did not ~ven yards in 14 plays. Fullback Bob outstanding was their overall 
Saturday, however, the shoe was spired as it was, couldn't sustain have to _p~nt as much ?s one time, Riggio scored the touchdown on play. Bridgeport, incidentally, has 
on the other foot. The home- an offense, and was forced to 
I 
so proficient was their play and a dive from the 2. Warner again lost only once, that in their open-
standing Purple Knights played I tnrn the ball o\'er to Bridgeport. execution. led the way, carrying 8 times on ing game to Northeastern, and 
flawless football, so much so that The home team wasted little time Bridegport Scores, Then IC the drive. The rest of the final they are currently ranked No. 7 
they were penalized only 25 in uping the margin to 13-0 as I The start of the second half quarter was marked by reserve in the latest Lambert Cup hal-
yards all night long, none of it in they unleashed a 57-yard drive in I br~ught only more of the s?me. play on the part of Bridgeport, loting. 
the first half, and they neither 11 plays, scorin~ with only 12 · Bridgeport drove 73 yards m 9 while the Bombers continued All was not dark and dreary for 
fumbled nor did they have any secoqds left in the first quarter. plays, with Warner (but, who I their lethargic performance. the Bombers. Quarterback Doug 
passes intercepted. And in the The score came as a result of a else?) notching his third score of Afterthoughts Campbell,. although held to only 
person of Darrick Warner. the 4-) ard pass from quarterback the evening on a 5-yard sweep. Last Saturday's loss was simply 58 yards, cracked Paul Giroux's 
Knights have virtually a one-mnn Skip Rochette to tight end Dwight Warner carried 6 times for 56 a case of too much Warner. A rushing standard for a season 
team. Warner, undoubtedly the, Fowler. yards on the sustained march. superbly-gifted and talented ath- (679 yards in 1967). The slick 
top small-college runner in all j That touchdown seemed to in- At this point, it seemed as !etc, Warner is not only speedy, sophomore has. now gained 729 
of New England, has smashed al- i jcct some life into the Bomber 1 though the Bombers would make but he's extremely durable as yards on the season, and still has 
most every Bridgeport rushing attack, momentarily at least. The I the contest a more closely-fought well. Much of the yardage he ac- another game yet to play. As a 
record - seasonal and career - \'isitors drove to the Bridgcport I affair. They countered with a cumulates comes as the result of I team, the Bombers were held to 
and last week crashed the 1000- 35 mostly on the run~ing ?f Rod i scorin~ drive of their . own,_ 70 sheer determination and second only 163 yards rushing, their sec-
yard rushing barrier in a season Howell and Tom Pohm_en1, only 'yards in only 6 plays. Key gamer effort. But Warner has a couple ond lowest output of the season. 
for the second time in his career. to see a Polimeni effort on fourth i in the drive was a 26-yard pass of other things going for him too. It was kind of a lackluster per-
The 5-10; 177-lb. speedster rap down stopped just short of a first . from quarterback Doug Camp- One is the presence of fullback formance all the way around for 
over, around and through the down on the home team's 35. ! bell to fullback Tom Polimeni Bob Riggio, an extremely able the Blue. Perhaps Ithaca College 
Bombers, carrying 37 times for Dridgcport took over, and two : that put the ball on the Bridge- blocker, who undoubtedly is re- can, however, salvage some con-
192 yards and 3 touchdowns. Warner dashes with Rochette I port 44. The score came on an sponsible for much of warner's solation in the defeat: they have 
Ithaca College Head Coach Jim pilC'houts carried to the IC 37. i 18-yard scamper by Campbell, a success. Secondly, quarterback seen the last of Warner. Tomor-
Butterficld had stated earlier in On the next mane~ver, Warner I dash up the middle that left Skip Rochette is a clever ball- row afternoon, the Bombers will 
the week that the outcome to the burst up the middle to the Ithaca : Bridgeport tacklers strewn all handler, and he faked out the seek to make amends for last 
Bridgeport encounter rested pri- 21. Following a Rochette pass! over the place clutching nothing Bombers on numerous occasions year·s 33-6 loss when they do bat-
W.A.A. Puts On Gymnastics Demonstration, 
Swim Show; Winter Activities Slated 
by Chris Flatley I thu~!asm shO\'.'n. ~Y all who came. 
Th · h d gvmnastics \\ mter activ1t1es have begun e swim s ow an J d · 1 · 11 · . , . an me udc mterco egiate teams: 
demonstration for Parents Week- I \'Olleyball, coached by 1\Iiss 
end were highly successful with Blodgett; basketball. coached by 
everyone seeming to have an en- Miss Doris Kostrinsky; bowling, 
joyable time. A word of thanks coached by Miss Silken; competi-
goes to all who helped to make tivc swimming, coached by Mrs. 
Margaret Anderson and gymnas-
these shows such a success. The tics, coached by Mrs. Harriett 
time and effort put into these 
events were rewarded by the en-
Carnes. If you are interested in 
basketball, bowling, competitive 
swimming or gymnastics but 
were unable to attend the orienta-
tion meetings, feel free to speak 
with the respective coaches. It is 
not too late to become involved. 
Bowling and volleyball intra-
murals started last week; the ~e-
sults of both will be forthcoming. 
:':'~ 
.. ' 
'. :cf ·~: .••. , ;~~:'.,4. '~- '.t: H.: -.• ~ ... : .'~Sf] 
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W.A.A. gymnasts in exhibition. 
IC Soccer Team Closes 
Season With 9-3 Mark 
The varsity soccer team ended in the nation. The game matched 
their season on a losing note Hartwick's skill against Ithaca's 
Saturday with a 4-2 loss to RIT. hustle which proved equal until 
RIT entered the game with a 22 seconds were left in the half 
9-2-1 record as opposed to the when Hartwick's Junior College 
Bombers' 8-3. It was a continu- All·American Elia slammed a left-
ation of last year's penalty footer past a diving Joe Lapierre. 
stricken game in which three It was Elia again in the fourth 
Ithacans were asked to leave. This quarter with his second goal 
year it was a Rochester player which iced the game. Hartwick's 
who got the heave. The Bombers Alec Papadakis demonstrated why 
took an early lead on Bruce the coaches chose him an All-
Marino's penalty. However, RIT American last year as a sopho-
came back with four scores before more as he controlled the entire 
the first half ended on long shots game with his passing and ball 
that left the Parents' Weekend ·handling. Likewise, Jerry Gard-
crowd amazed at the RIT potency. ner showed why he should be an 
In the third period, Al Baumgar- All-American by· stifling Papa-
ten's pass to Bruce Marino made dakis on numerous scoring at-
it 4-2 to end the scoring despite tempts. 
the Bomber's constant pressure The RIT game was the last col-
around the Rochester goal. lege duel for Jerry Gardner, Leo 
Earlier in the week, IC traveled Yaeger, Dan Murphy, Joe La-
to Alfred where they picked up a pierre, Ken Swalgin, and Steve 
4-0 win with four scores in the Knight. The gap created in the 
fourth period. Rusty Flook was Bomber defense by graduation 
credited with Ithaca's first goal will have to be filled by Coach 
as his head ball went off two Gordon Keith's freshmen and 
Alfred fullbacks and into the goal:- second year varsity players. This 
Within a matter of minutes, Bruce means the Bombers will have a 
Marino scored twice, both on fairly young club headed by only 
passes from Flook who set a new three seniors; Al Baumgarten, 
school record with 10 assists this John Kadar and Ernie Palmieri. 
season. Then freshman Mike The talent on the freshmen team 
Borne picked up a loose ball at is headed by high scorers .t\l 
the 18 where he drilled it into Harris and Joe Roach. These at-
the nets. 
At Hartwick last Wednesday, 
the Bombers suffered a 2-0 set-
back against a powerful Hart-
wick team which was rated 5th 
tributes, along with Coach Carl-
ton Wood's manipulating, forecast 
a bright future for varsity soccer 
at Ithaca next year. 
tie with Coach Bill Loika's vet-
eran Central Connecticut team in 
New Britain, Conn. IC will need 
a victory if it is to avert a losing 
season. Summary: 
Ithaca O O 6 0- 6 l 
Bridgeport 13 7 6 7-33 ; 
B-Warner 2 run (White kick) ; 
. \n B-Fowler 4 pass from Rochette 11 (kick failed) lj 
B-Warner 5 run (White kick) lij 
B-Warner 5 run (kick failed) 
IC-Campbell 18 run (kick faile~) [, 
B-Riggio 2 run (White kick) t,:: 
Statistics 
First Downs 
Yards Rushing 
Yards Pasing 
Passes 
Passes Int. By 
Punts 
Fumbles Lost 
Yards Penalized 
B 
23 
288 
83 
6-7 
0 
1-18 
0 
Individual Leaders 
·-1 
I 
IC l 
9 i 
163 ~; 25 l 
2-13 · 
0 : 
3-3G 
(1 
5(1 
' B Rushing-Warner 37-192 and 3 
touchdowns, Riggio 11-44 and 1 ijl 
touchdown, Benat 8-31. 
IC Rushing-Campbell 13-58 and 
1 touchdown, Kleinfelder 10·53, ;i 
Polimeni 8-32, Howell 4-12. \.j, 
B Passing-Rochette 5-5 for 67 "' 
yards and 1 touchdown. 
IC Passing-Campbell 2-10 for 21 
yards, Podlucky 1-3 for 3 yards. 
B Receiving-Fowler 2-16 and I 1 
touchdown, Sprinker 2-42. ; 
IC Receiving-Polimeni 2-28. ~ 
,I 
I
M.1.A.A. Activity ·1 
The MIAA Touch Football 1J 
Teams have ended their acitvities ti 
for the fall season. ~ 
Final league standings are as ~ 
follows: ~ 
Name W-L 
1-G.D.I's 9-1 
2-Unnamed 9-1 
3-Delta Kappa 5-5 
4-Young Boys 5-5 
5-East Side Kids 2-8 
6-Gods 0-10 
NFL 
1-Pi Lambda Chi 10-0 
2-D .. Horses 8-2 
3-A.E. Diamonds 5.5 
4-Peanuts 3.7 
5-Wolf Brothers 2-8 
6-T-5 1-9 
Leading off the winter season 
activities will be basketball, which 
began this week, and bowling, be-
ginning next week. The teams for 
both activities have been formed. 
League bowling costs $.25 per 
game. The bowling leagues made 
available to the men were: 
Mixed Doublcs-Mon.-6:00 p.m. 
2 men, 2 women; 80% handicap 
Men's Handicap-Mon.-8:30 p.m. 
4 men; 80% Handicap 
Men's Classic-Tues.-8:30 p.m. 
3 men; scratch · 
Men's handicap-Thur.-6:00 p.m. 
4 men; 80% handicap 
Mixed doubles-Fri.-6:00 · p.m . 
2 men, 2 women; 80% handicap 
All M1AA intramural informa-
tion will be continually posted 
in the trophy case on the second 
floor of the Hill Physical Edu-
cation Center. 
,, 
' ., 1 
